CHAPTER SIX

WORLD WAR II
(1941 – 1946)

A

S the depression started to wane other news began to make the headlines. The
defining event in the world of the late 1930’s and the early 1940’s was the growth of
the fascist governments of Italy and Germany and the military government of Japan.
What started as bullying and muscle flexing soon developed into naked and rampant
aggression and the overrunning of enormous chunks of adjacent countries by Germany
and Japan. Italy also joined in the fray like a comical, bullying little boy strutting out of
step behind a military parade. The other countries of the world, perhaps due to
continuing traumas from World War I, stood by like ostriches with their heads in the
sand, and watched as Germany and Japan built their mighty military forces. The
resulting World War II soon took on an epic magnitude and affected the lives the Lyons
family as it did all Americans and most of the world.
Europe was terrorized as Germany fed its ravenous appetite for lebens raum
(living room) by savagely destroying and occupying much of Europe. The pressure
mounted on the U.S. to give assistance to beleaguered Great Britain, as that valiant
country, led by Winston Churchill, tried to stave off Hitler’s air and sea onslaughts. The
isolationist U.S. Congress sat like a herd of complacent cows chewing their cud as the
cows in adjacent fields were savaged. Congress resisted any involvement in European
affairs. President Franklin Roosevelt, who clearly foresaw the inevitability of the U.S.
entering the war, circumvented Congress by devising the ” Lend Lease Program.” It
allowed trading of U.S. war equipment and materiel for the leasing of Great Britain’s
Caribbean ports. President Roosevelt explained, “It’s like loaning a garden hose to your
neighbor to put out a fire in his house.” This gave Churchill the “tools of war” that he
requested and so desperately needed.
Japan ran amok in Manchuria. The Japanese Imperial Army killed Chinese people
as a weasel would enter a chicken house and indiscriminately kill the hens for no
apparent purpose other than bloodlust. One of their most notorious rampages became
known as “The Rape of Nanking.” Then came the Japanese sneak raid on Pearl Harbor
while the perfidious Japanese Diplomatic Corp negotiated peace with the U.S. State
Department. President Roosevelt declared war with the immortal line, “This is a day
which will live in infamy.” Many of the countries of southeast Asia, with their riches of oil,
rubber and other vitally needed war resources, and the strategic South Pacific islands,
lay minimally defended and were overrun with little resistance by the rampaging
Japanese military. The U.S. immediately declared war on Japan and Germany. Thus
the U.S. began a long, grinding two front war. The U.S., and the world, would never be
the same again.

Few people will forget the exact moment when they were informed of the infamous
Japanese raid on Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941. Eleven-year old Francis
remembers returning from a Sunday afternoon “exploration” of a nearby creek. Bill and
Mary somberly told him of the Japanese attack and that it meant war. Francis
understood that something grave had happened.
The Axis forces, Germany, Japan, and Italy; and Russia (even though Russia was
a U.S. ally) exhibited barbarism and savagery as awful as any ever recorded in the
annals of history. The Germans, led by Adolph Hitler, mercilessly and brutally
exterminated millions of Jews, gypsies, mentally handicapped people, dissidents, and
Slavs - all of whom they identified as untermenschen (sub-humans). As the German
armies invaded surrounding countries they cut down defending armies as efficiently and
dispassionately as they might kill animals on a well-organized and well-equipped game
hunt. The Japanese, led by General Tojo and rubber-stamped by Emperor Hirohito,
devised imaginative tortures for their captives to suit their whims. The Italians, led by
Benito Mussolini, imagined Italy had regained an empire after they used their modern
war machines to prevail over the brave Ethiopians who could only defend themselves
with horses and obsolete weapons. The hounds of hell slipped their leashes and
rampaged over the earth when these savagely led countries set their evil and terrible
plans into action. Unbelievably the Russian leadership, under Joseph Stalin, sadistically
executed millions of its own civilians and the entire Senior Officer Corp of the Red Army
on trumped up charges of disloyalty. Russia thereby set the stage for the Germans to
easily overrun western Russia and destroy millions of civilians and military personnel
while she bludgeoned her remaining civilians into terrified, servile obedience and rebuilt
and reorganized the military into dumb, blind loyalty.
The Herculean and effective mobilization of military forces and industrial
production in the U.S. soon redeemed her for the shamefully inept military defense of
Pearl Harbor and the myopic lack of Congressional support for the military. The
gargantuan manufacturing capacity, protected from the risk of air bombardments, soon
allowed the U.S. to become the principal arsenal for all of the allied forces. The
conversion of industry to a war economy also decisively ended the Great Depression.
The U.S. military forces quickly expanded under the remarkably effective
leadership of a brilliant and able cadre of military officers who quietly and vigorously
trained and matured during the interlude between World War I and World War II. Names
such as Marshall, Eisenhower, Bradley, Patton, Halsey. Nimitz, McArthur, Arnold, and
LeMay became household words. Uncle Jim Lyons, a Colonel, who went through this
training regimen, was an expert at troop training. He spent most of the war as the
commander of army training posts in the U.S.
Almost all of the productive capacity of the U.S. was mobilized for the war effort. In
Yankton a defunct brewery converted to industrial alcohol production. The town smelled
like a grain mash-fermenting vat. Even the countryside smelled because the residual
mash, after the extraction of the alcohol, was trucked to rural feedlots for cattle feed.
Other small factories in Yankton also geared up for war production.
The patriotic support in the U.S. for World War II was total. Voicing an anti-war
effort opinion was to incur severe retribution. Avoiding military duty was to risk yellow
stripes being painted on houses - or worse. The war protest demonstrations that were

common in later years in the U.S. for other wars would have been unthinkable and
impossible during World War II. Patriotism ran at a fever pitch.
Some of the overzealous patriotism and prejudices of the U.S. during the war
caused permanent stains on the pages of history. Japanese-American citizens were
summarily interred in crude camps for the duration of the war even though there was no
evidence of disloyalty to the U.S. Black Americans were treated as badly in the military
as they had been in civilian life. Blacks served in the military but in separate units with
white officers. They often performed dangerous and menial tasks.
Every U.S. citizen was affected by the war. The federal government set a national
automobile speed limit of 35 miles per hour to conserve fuel for military purposes. Meat,
sugar, coffee and shoes were rationed and only available through the use of ration book
coupons. Gasoline and tires were also severely rationed. Pleasure car drivers were
issued “B-Stickers” for their car windshields and ration books that were good for a few
gallons of gasoline per week. Businesses, such as farming, were issued “A-Stickers”
that provided a somewhat more generous amount of gasoline.
On a cold spring day, numbing war news came to a neighbor‘s farm. Their son,
Roddie Schlaefli – the handsome 17-year-old, grandson of the first owner of the Lyons
farm – jumped from a military plane with a parachute that failed to open. He was buried
in the Yankton cemetery on an icy, windy day. The trumpeter, sent by the army, tried to
play taps, the traditional military funeral dirge. His trumpet froze every few notes. This
incident diverted the minds of the funeral attendees from the immeasurable sorrow of
the occasion. For once there was no bantering or arguing among the Lyons boys for the
rest of that day!
Mary contributed to the war effort by regularly rolling bandages for the American
Red Cross. She also wrote V-mail letters to neighbors who were in the military service.
V-mail consisted of thin stationary that could be written on and then folded so the letter
became the envelope thereby reducing the weight.
Travel on overcrowded trains and buses was difficult. Every obsolete train that
could be found was put back in service – some that still were heated with coal fired, pot
bellied stoves. Military personnel could “bump” lower priority travelers. People would
arrive at their destinations after long train trips with swollen ankles from days of standing
in the aisles of the trains.
Farming was a critical business due to the enormous need for food. Bill lamented
that he could not enlist in the military service due to being a farmer and having a large
family to support. Almost everyone wanted “to be in on it!” Bill took the task of raising
food and following the rationing rules seriously. On occasion he rode a bicycle or horse
to a neighbor’s farm to conserve gasoline.
The U.S. government rigidly controlled the prices of most goods and materials.
“Profiteering” at the expense of the war efforts was sometimes done but it was a
practice damned by most people. Government audits were established to force greedy
companies to return “excess profits” to the U.S. treasury.
National metal scrap drives took place to supply raw materials to war related
industries. On the Lyons farm, remote groves of trees and storage buildings were
examined to find unused machinery for contributing to the scrap drives. A notable find
for a scrap drive was a defunct Waterloo Boy tractor, with its heavy iron and steel
components.

War bond drives and rallies, featuring battle experienced military personnel, were
held throughout the country. War bonds, costing $18.75 and redeemable in ten years at
$25, became common birthday and Christmas gifts. “Dollar a year men” (volunteers
with private means) went to Washington to help run the enormous war administrations.
Ladies groups provided social and recreational services to the military forces. Posters
featuring “Rosie, the riveter” symbolized the large number of women who ably staffed
weapons factories.
Most U.S. labor organizations kept wages under control during the war. However,
there was an exception – the United Mine Workers headed by John L. Lewis, with his
trademark shaggy eyebrows and fixed scowl. He authorized a strike of the coal miners
and incurred the wrath of President Roosevelt. Coal was an essential war commodity.
Mr. Lewis made the contemptuous remark, “Mr. Roosevelt should run the country. I will
run the United Mine Union.” Mr. Lewis “won the battle but lost the war.” His
unprecedented national fame as a pioneering union leader was badly marred due to this
apparent lack of support for the war effort. His reputation faded after the coal miner’s
strike because he was no longer considered a “patriotic leader.”
The front pages of most newspapers contained only the war news. Reports were
eagerly followed on each step of the military campaigns in Europe and each invasion of
another island across the vast expanses of the South Pacific. Francis once asked Bill
what the news reporters would write about on the front pages after the war was over.
Time was often defined as being, “for the duration”, meaning an indefinite time period
that would end when the war ended.
Civilians bought free drinks for bar patrons in military uniforms. Young military men
whose opinions had never been solicited on anything more important than the yield of a
corn field or what streetcar was best to take to a destination were asked, “What is it like
over there?” and “When do you think it will be over?”
The prime radio source for European war news was the electrifying broadcasts of
Edward R. Murrow, the father of modern radio news programming. Who could ever
forget his sonorous voice and the dramatic openings of his “staticy”, evening news
broadcasts with the portentous line, “This is ……. London” - all at the time when London
and other British cities were being pounded to rubble each night by the merciless and
indiscriminate German bombing raids. British children were sent to the country or other
commonwealth nations for safety. A large percent of the people of London slept in the
subways at night in an attempt to survive the bomb raids.
Soon after the war started, a bomber-training airfield was built sixty miles from
Yankton in Sioux City, Iowa. Waves of planes from the base flew over the Lyons
farmhouse at low altitudes as they approached the practice bombing and gunnery range
a few miles west of Yankton. The planes were four-engine Flying Fortresses (B-17’s)
and Liberators (B-24’s). The gun turrets, with their bristling fifty caliber guns and
gunners, were clearly visible from the ground. These planes were the backbone of the
England-based, U.S. Eighth Army Air Force and their enormous bomber fleets that
harassed and destroyed the weapons and equipment factories and military supply
resources of Germany – at the loss of countless brave young fliers. The grisly fate of the
some of the turret gunners was hauntingly stated in the last line from a Randall Jarrell
poem, “When I died they washed me out of the turret with a hose.”

Just before the bombers started their practice training runs over the Lyons farm,
they readied their 50 caliber machine guns for firing by pumping out bands of unfired
bullets that fell onto the fields. Picking up the unused bands of bullets and doing
dangerous things with them was enjoyable – and not very safe – entertainment for
adventurous young boys. For people who had never seen a plane bigger than a single
engine, barnstorming biplane, the heart pounding excitement of seeing and hearing
formations of thundering heavy bombers fly over their houses was hardly bearable.
Farm crops and livestock were again in demand at a fair price after the war started.
The government fixed prices for farm products did not provide for high profit margins but
they were much better than the dirt-cheap prices during the depression of a few years
earlier.
When the massive D-Day landings in Normandy on the French coast began, Mary
taped a map of western France on the kitchen wall. The family followed the progress of
the war with intense interest. The allies soon consolidated their landing and broke out
to pursue the rapidly eroding German military forces. Newspaper headlines appeared
such as, “Paris Liberated”, “Patton Races to the Rhine”, and “Allies and Red Army Link
Up”. Just after the D-day landing tragedy struck the family of Uncle Dennis Lyons. A
telegram arrived with the grim message, “We regret to inform you that your son William
Lyons died in France.” He died of pneumonia resulting from long exposure to inclement
weather.
Step by bloody step the U.S., Britain, Russia and other allies pushed the armies,
navies and air forces of Germany and Japan back to their prewar borders and forced
their unconditional surrender. The victories were followed by the occupation of their
countries and total control by the victorious Allies.
While the war raged, an extraordinary and unprecedented assemblage of many of
the free world’s most brilliant scientists and engineers lived and worked in secrecy on a
desert in New Mexico as they solved layer after layer of abstruse physics, mathematics
and engineering problems that led to the explosion of the first thermonuclear bomb. Two
atomic bombs were manufactured. A U.S. B-29 bomber, the Enola Gay, took off from
Tinian, near Guam in the Pacific Ocean, and dropped the first bomb on Hiroshima. A
few days later another plane dropped the second atomic bomb on Nagasaki. The effect
was so awesome and terrible that the Japanese government and its Emperor decided
that the atomic bombs made any further resistance untenable and they surrendered.
The surrender cancelled the need for the planned, bloody invasion of Japan by the
Allied Forces and the loss of hundreds of thousands of soldiers, mostly Americans.
When Japan made the decision to surrender because of the destructive capability of
atomic bombs, they unwittingly made a decision for the entire world because no conflict
on the scale of World War II has ever again occurred and no country has ever used
another atomic bomb for warfare. Unfortunately more limited wars with “conventional”
weapons did not stop.
During World War II songs were written to help keep up the spirits of the U.S.
military personnel such as: Don’t Sit Under the Apple Tree With Anyone Else But Me;
Praise The Lord And Pass The Ammunition; and I’ll Be Home For Christmas.
Some of the movies during World War II were sappy, propaganda films such as
Mrs. Miniver - which was roundly mocked by the British. Other movies such as, The
Story of G.I. Joe - based on the writings of popular war journalist Ernie Pyle, more

realistically depicted war in the trenches. Ernie Pyle’s daily columns were Bill’s favorites.
One of the great movies made just after the war was Twelve O’clock High - starring
Gregory Peck and built around the agonies of military leadership and the deaths of
young airmen.
Big name Hollywood entertainers and singers traveled the world during the war to
help keep up the spirits and moral of the U.S. military personnel. These entertainment
junkets were extremely popular. Bob Hope, with his rapid fire, spicy jokes and songs
and accompanying Hollywood starlets, was the tireless, preeminent entertainer of the
troops.
The Lyons family was lucky with the timing of World War II. The children were of
an age that excluded them from compulsory military conscription. For many other less
fortunate people who lost sons or daughters in the wars, life would never be the same
again. The worst single loss of the war may have been the Sullivan family, of Waterloo,
Iowa. They endured the unimaginable loss of five sons in one fatal naval engagement.
The Western European nations had their financial pumps primed for recovery from
the ruins of the war by the U. S. sponsored Marshall Plan. They quickly recovered. The
Russians, with their typical xenophobia, declined the Marshall plan. They finally
developed a third rate domestic economy on their own and a powerful, menacing
military force. Their political, military and economic system, after giving the free world
much grief for 40 years, eventually collapsed. The Japanese, under the strong
leadership of the U.S. occupation czar, General Douglas McArthur, settled down to a
highly disciplined and methodical regimen of digging out of their ruins and over time
became an envied industrial colossus.
The cataclysmic turmoil created by the World War II caused enormous political and
economic changes that fundamentally effected the next several generations in the U.S.,
Europe and Asia. The war ended the paralyzing depression and provided
unprecedented economic growth for the U.S. which lasted for the rest of the century
with only relatively minor interruptions. Due to the complete destruction of much of the
industrial and agricultural capacity of Europe and Japan and the totally untouched
capacity in America, the U.S. became the principle industrial shopping cart and
breadbasket for much of the world. The U.S. economy and standard of living
skyrocketed.
One of the wiser and most consequential actions taken by the federal government
after the World War II was to reward all ex-military personnel by paying for their college
or trade school education. This program was commonly called the G.I. Bill. The G.I. Bill
significantly raised the education level throughout the U.S. and helped to provide skilled
people to run the rapidly expanding economy of the country. Four of the Lyons children
received all or part of their college education from the G.I Bill.
Tom Brokaw’s book, “The Greatest Generation,” said, “They (the people of the
U.S.) came of age during the Great Depression and the Second World War and went on
to build modern America – men and women whose everyday lives of duty, honor,
achievement, and courage gave us the world we have today.” This wording seems
naïve and old fashioned in today’s somewhat cynical society but it accurately states
how the common American people felt after they lived through these defining events.
Tom Brokaw grew up in Yankton and is a lifelong friend of several of the Donohoe
cousins.

Unfortunately the horrors of World War II were still not enough to prevent all future
wars. Relatively limited, but still significant wars, such as the Korean War
(euphemistically called a “Police Action”), Vietnam War, Afghanistan War, civil wars in
Yugoslavia and numerous Middle East Wars continued to occur. The Korean War
effected the military enlistment of Frank, Gene and Pat Lyons as noted in their chapters
of this book.
The end of World War II defined a new phase in Bill and Mary’s lives. The children
soon started to leave home for military service or to attend college. The economic
conditions of farming would continue to have their ups and downs, but they would never
again be as bad as the 1930’s. The gut wrenching fears that there would not be enough
money to make a living ended. Life for the Lyons family and for most Americans now
moved forward with relative peace, security, and prosperity.

B-17 Flying Fortress by Boeing with Bomb Bay Doors Open and Turret Guns Bristling
Circa 1943
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CHAPTER SEVEN

THE “DOMESTIC” SIDE OF LIFE

A

LTHOUGH the economy of the country was in a state of collapse in the early to mid
1930’s, Bill and Mary learned how to function virtually on a non-cash basis. They
canceled their checking account for several years. They kept their meager cache of
coins and bills in a tobacco tin on top of the kitchen cabinet. They purchased only staple
groceries such as salt, flour and sugar. Bill was a heavy user of tobacco but his Prince

Albert tobacco can and White Owl cigar box were empty until better times. He would
sometimes say to Mary when she went shopping, “If there is any money leftover, maybe
you could buy me a can of tobacco.”
Even with an almost non-existent grocery budget, Bill and Mary were able to set a
bountiful table from their own farm grown food. Vegetables such as lettuce, carrots,
beets, radishes, beans, peas, tomatoes, potatoes, squash, melons, strawberries,
rhubarb, and corn were grown in the garden. The orchards provided copious amounts of
apples, cherries, plums and pears. Occasionally elderberries, that grew wild, were
picked and made into jelly. Mulberries were also harvested by placing bed sheets on the
ground and shaking the berries from the tree branches. The combination of birds and
mulberries presented a messy house yard hazard. When the birds were sated on
berries, they flew over the clotheslines and dyed the clothes with indelible, royal purple
splotches. The birds did not garner much understanding and affection from Mary after
their acts of defilement.
For meat, the farm produced chickens, pigs and cattle. Pork and beef were home
butchered in the fall or winter. Butchering was a gory, daylong event. The tools for the
task were a rifle, saws, knives, pans and buckets. The edible organs were eaten fresh.
Most of the meat was canned in quart Mason or Ball jars and stored on shelves in the
cool basement. The hides were sold in town for a few dollars. The butchering of prime
farm animals was a grisly task that had to be done. It was done with dispatch and
mostly in silence. Chickens were eaten in large numbers because they could be entirely
consumed the day of butchering avoiding the need for preservation. An entry on Mary’s
calendar on August 26, 1955 reads, “We cleaned 36 chickens today.”
Fresh milk, cream and butter were always on hand from a herd of four or five milk
cows. The children liked to gulp milk down while it was still warm and foamy from the
cow - in fact they some times squirted it directly from the cow’s teats into their open
mouths. The milk and cream was separated in a hand-cranked cream-separator. Butter
was made from the cream once a week in a hand-operated, oak churn.
Although food was always available in ample quantities, some of it was basic.
Weekday breakfasts consisted mostly of hot oatmeal, corn meal mush or cream of
wheat. The cereal leftovers were baked in large flat pans for supper and served with
butter and honey or molasses. Uneaten fried eggs were reheated for the next meal.
Frozen food did not exist so the only off-season source for most vegetables was from
jars that had been prepared the previous summer.
Potatoes and squash were stored in bins in the basement. It was nip and tuck if the
potatoes could survive until the first new potatoes were available the next season. The
reeking smell of rotting potatoes that did not last the season was memorable. Removing
the spoiled potatoes from storage bins in the basement was not a reward offered for
good behavior.
Mary and the hired girl baked bread once a week. The ingredients were mixed in a
large metal bowl and allowed to set for several hours until the yeast caused it to rise. It
was re-kneaded and allowed to rise again. Then it was formed into loaves and baked in
the wood fired, Monarch kitchen range. Even though each housewife used similar bread
recipes the children could always tell the difference between the bakers. To eat bread at
Grandma’s house was to clearly experience a different taste than at home. Bread,

butter, jam and often honey were unlimited staples at each meal. To this day, thinking of
Mary’s or Grandma’s bread causes mouth watering.
The evening meal was always called “supper”. ”Dinner” was a term reserved for
the heavier noon meal. ”Lunch” was a light meal consisting of sandwiches and a drink
served in mid-afternoon while especially heavy farm work was underway or when it was
planned that urgent work would go on until late into the evening. The field hands ate
lunch while they sat in the shade on the car running boards or on the ground with their
backs against the wheels of the food delivery car. The town people ate “lunch” as their
noon day meal. For a farmer to use the term to describe his noon day meal was to infer
“effete sissiness”.
Pocket watches were rare so alternatives had to be found for determining the time.
Each town had a siren that was set off at noon. On the Lyons farm, the siren at the
village of Mission Hill was the most audible. Another way to determine noon was to
make a human sundial by standing with arms stretched out in a north –south
orientation. When the shadow was directly under the arms it was noon and time to go to
the house for dinner. Arriving too early for dinner was to suggest slacking on the job.
Some farms, including the Lyons farm, had sturdy, cast iron dinner bells for calling the
field hands to meals and for emergencies.
The family ate their meals together three times a day. In cold weather they ate in
the kitchen at a heavy, oak table that came with the purchase of the farm. The wood
fired kitchen range made the kitchen the warmest room in the house. In the summer,
meals were served on the north porch to take advantage of the cooler outside air
supplied through open, closely spaced windows. On Sundays and when company
came, meals were served in the dining room with everyone dressed in their best
clothes.
After Sunday dinner, the afternoons were entirely free time for pursuing personal
interests. The children often visited schoolmates and played cards – usually black jack.
The bets were made with 22 caliber rifle bullets. If the stakes rose to an unusually high
level, a shot gun shell could possibly find its way into the pot. Rifles and shotguns were
kept in most rural households. They were seldom misused – if pot shots at roadside
signs and barn weather vanes are excluded from consideration. Their principle use was
for game hunting.
Another Sunday afternoon recreational activity was fishing in the nearby James
River, commonly called “The Jim.” Fishing was usually done from the muddy, eroded
riverbanks. Fishing equipment consisted of saved string wrapped around corncobs, nuts
and washers for weights, and store-bought fishhooks. Bait was supplied by digging
angleworms from the garden. Sunfish, bass, catfish, carp and bullheads were the prey.
Success was usually limited to a few sunfish. On warm days, fishing was soon
superseded by cannon ball jumps into the water as a prelude to swimming and
horseplay. The river water was a rich brew of water, mud, decaying trees, and
undefined “stuff” from the many farmyards near the upriver shores. Mary always fried
the meager fish catch for supper even though it was a minor supplement to the meal.
Everyone dutifully commented on the fine taste of the fresh fish.
In the summer, the house yard became an extension of the house living space. A
metal wash stand was set up on the lawn - if you can call mowed weeds a lawn - for the
hand and face washing needs of the family and hired hands before meals. A long bench

stood on the wide concrete step on the shady side of the house. The farm hands sat on
a bench after meals to rest, smoke and quietly discuss the tasks of the day.
The family recited grace before each meal. Meal times were the forum for
conversation. Bill sat at one end of the table and spoke of farm affairs, farm prices, and
weather. Mary used her seat at the other end of the table as her podium for teaching
manners and English usage; commenting on the beauty of nature; and discussing
school affairs. The children could get by with a little competitive dialogue and elbowing
but any serious combat or disrespectful talk to Bill or Mary was unthinkable.
After dinner, the children stretched out on the living room floor for short afterdinner naps. Mary and Bill napped briefly on a sofa or bed. A visitor might look over the
after-dinner scene and think the family had been attacked by nerve gas. It would end
abruptly when Bill shouted, “Hitch up.”
The children often had their haircuts administered in the house yard by a farm
hand named Red Costello who had a hair clipper and “homemade” hair cutting skill. The
lopsided results sometimes made the boys look like they had been born with head
deformities.
Near the front of the house stood the “old house” which served as a summer
kitchen and laundry room. It was set up with a four-burner kerosene cook stove, cream
separator and various paraphernalia needed for canning vegetables, fruits and meat.
Tomatoes, beans, apples, plums and cherries were picked and brought to the “old
house” in seemingly endless volumes for cooking and canning. Innumerable chickens
were beheaded, scalded to remove their feathers and cooked beside and in the “old
house”. A chopping block and axe for chicken beheading stood in readiness by the door
of the “old house”. The boys displayed their interest in the macabre by counting the
number of times that a chicken could aimlessly hop after decapitation. The main house
was much more endurable during hot weather because of the summer kitchen.
Next to the “old house” stood the wood shed. The open sided woodshed kept the
chopped wood and corncobs dry. The kitchen stove and basement furnace had a
voracious appetite for fuel. Chopping wood was a chore like mending socks. When
there was free time, it could always be put to good use at the wood chopping block.
Before the boys were old enough to chop wood, an itinerate man named Sam often
chopped firewood.
A pleasant and memorable activity occurred in the farmhouse on weekends. On
Saturday mornings Mary, with the help of Leona Kast, the “hired girl”, baked breakfast
rolls for Sunday. They made the rolls with heavy-handed portions of cinnamon, brown
sugar, butter and nuts.
On Saturday afternoon Mary or Leona scrubbed and waxed the linoleum-covered
kitchen floor and “protected it from harm” until Sunday morning with a layer of
newspapers. Just before bedtime Mary cleaned the kitchen range and rubbed it with
wads of waxed paper to make its black cooking surfaces shine. Sunday morning before
the family arose, she removed the newspapers. The floor and stove stood for a brief
moment in sparkling glory. The children would not yet have accumulated a new coat of
dirt since their baths on the previous evening. The family, by now having completed the
morning barnyard chores and dressed in their best clothes for Sunday Mass, sat down
to an abundant breakfast with the centerpiece of warm breakfast rolls lathered with
freshly made butter. The dignified Sunday morning rituals initiated a day that would be

second only to holidays for enjoyment. Mass and a bountiful dinner followed the
breakfast, usually with invited relatives, and an afternoon free of farm work and school
lessons. Sundays always seemed like a minor celebration.
After attending Christmas midnight Mass on cold, crisp, winter nights, the family
returned home to the ritual of an oyster stew meal. Usually a few neighbors also
stopped by to share the stew. It was surprising that a market existed for fresh oysters so
far from their seashore origin - but there was such a demand that a logistic system was
in place to ice the barrels of oysters and deliver them by fast freight to the Midwest.
Modern refrigeration was not available. An icebox at the farm provided some food
cooling in the summer. Fifty-pound cakes of ice were bought weekly at the Pure Ice
Company, commonly called “The Ice House.” and transported home wedged between
the car fender and bumper. It was always the last item bought in town to reduce melting
on the way home. The ice block was placed in the icebox on the front porch to keep
butter, milk and other food cool. A hole was drilled in the floor under the icebox to allow
the water from the melted ice to drain onto the dirt floor of the basement below.
Some of the neighbors had their own icehouses. Ice was hand sawed from the
rivers and ponds in the winter and hauled home in wagons. The ice was stored in the
icehouses blanketed with thick layers of sawdust for insulation. An icehouse could
preserve ice until late August. The ice was sometimes chipped off the ice blocks with ice
picks for cooling drinks. This was in the days before undue attention was given to water
and food purity laws.
At the Lyons grandparent’s house, butter and milk and a few other items were
placed in a bucket and lowered by rope into the cistern. It was a little cooler in the
cistern due to the coolness of the surrounding soil.
When farmers went to the fields for work they took drinking water with them in
quart or half-gallon Mason jars. The jars were wrapped with layers of wet burlap sacking
held in place with hay baling wire or grain binder twine. The evaporation from the burlap
cooled the water about 10 degrees below the ambient air temperature. Some of the
more prosperous neighbors bought canvas water bags that slowly leaked water to the
outside surface of the bags so it could evaporate. If extensive farm operations, such as
harvesting hay, were underway at distant locations, barrels of water were loaded onto
wagons and taken along for the horse’s consumption. The welfare of the horses was
always considered superior to that of humans. Woe onto the person who abused or
neglected a horse!
At the Lyons farm, water was readily available. A sand point well could be
hammered into the ground to the water table that was only about 20 feet below the
surface. The sand point was a one and half-inch diameter, three foot long, pointed pipe
with perforations covered with fine brass or bronze screening. This allowed water to
enter the pipe but screened out the sand. As the sand point was pounded into the rockfree ground, additional lengths of pipe were screwed on until the sand point reached the
desired depth. A hand operated cast iron pump was screwed onto the last section of
pipe to cap and complete the well. On some farms windmills provided the pumping
energy. At the Lyons farmhouse a well was located in the basement and extended up
into the kitchen with the hand operated pump over the white, cast iron kitchen sink.
Kitchen wastewater was drained away via underground clay tile that led to an open
cesspool near the house.

A six-inch diameter, 225 feet deep artesian well was drilled in the cattle yard. The
artesian well flowed by natural internal pressure without the aid of a pump. It produced
warm, high mineral and iron content water. In winter the wellhead looked like a steamy,
hot springs.
A concrete-lined cistern stored soft rainwater collected from the house roof. The
cistern was eight feet in diameter and twenty feet deep. Soft water was used for bathing
and laundering fine clothes. Soft water gives the water a slippery feeling compared to
hard, mineral-laden well water. Soft water only requires a small amount of soap. In
winter, soft water was provided by hauling fresh snow into the house and melting it in
the warm reservoir of the kitchen stove,
Professional well drillers drilled deep wells, such as artesian wells. The community
driller was named, “Swede Al”. He had a long flowing white beard that gave him the
appearance of a biblical prophet in boots, bib overalls, and a plaid cap with earflaps.
On the Lyons grandparent’s farm the local water contained such a high degree of
alkali that it was not drinkable by humans. The alkali was so concentrated that when
water evaporated around ponds the white alkali salt was clearly visible on the ground.
Filling five-gallon milk cans at neighbor’s farms that had good, sweet water provided
drinking water. Francis sometimes rode to the neighbors with his uncles when the cans
were replenished. He liked to go on the adventurous rides across the fields which
necessitated fording a shallow creek. Drinking water was consumed by dunking a
dipper into the open topped milk cans. Jokes were made about how to select the
section of dipper edge least likely to be contaminated by the mouths of previous users.
A “two hole outhouse” provided toilet needs when the weather was warm enough
for habitation. The “outhouse” was located a distance beyond the farmhouse that
slightly exceeded its “pungency limit” - except in times of adverse winds. The two holes
allowed two people to “do their duty” at the same time in case of “urgency.” In the winter
chamber pots, set on newspapers, were placed in each bedroom. The men of the family
mostly attended to their toilet needs alfresco in the woods or behind the barn.
“Outhouses” were sometimes called “Chic Sales”. Chic Sales was the source of a
humorous genre of writing that dealt almost exclusively with the subject of rural
“outhouses” – always with half moon air circulating vents. “Outhouses” were the source
of countless pranks having to do with tipping them over at night during Halloween
season. One version called for tipping them over onto the door when they were in use,
causing the occupant to be trapped inside. Another story had to do with the
carelessness of the pranksters during the tipping process where they made one step
forward and fell into the exposed excavation under the “outhouse”. The result was
unimaginable! Fastidious people poured lime down the holes of the “outhouses” in an
attempt to control the malodorous aroma. The lime produced dubious and short-lived
benefits. Occasionally hollyhocks were planted along the path in front of the door to
divert attention from the unpleasantness within. Obsolete catalogues, newspapers and
corncobs usually sufficed for toilet paper. Store bought toilet paper was a rare luxury.
When Aunt Mary Lyons came to the farm for visits and needed to use the
“outhouse”, it became a temporary entertainment center. As she sat in the “outhouse”
with the door open she read to the children or told them hilarious stories. One of her
much repeated and loved graphic stories had to do with a couple that had mouth
deformities and could not blow out the candles at night before bed. Poppa could only

blow up and Momma only down. Fortunately their problem was solved when they had a
normal child who could blow straight and extinguish the candle.
On one occasion when Aunt Mary was about to depart after a week-long visit,
Francis hid behind the wood shed and cried because he could not bear the thought of
the dullness that he knew would ensue after Aunt Mary was gone. Who would there be
to tell wonderful, wacky stories and crack jokes all day after she left?
When the children were older Aunt Mary had another “outhouse” story to relate.
She told of staying at a rural summer resort where the meals were served in a screenenclosed, dining area. The toilets were the “outhouse” type. A “proper type lady”
complained, “The flies are horrible in the toilets.”
Mary replied “It is not a problem for me. I use the toilets during meal times. Then all
of the flies are in the dining room.”
Near the end of Aunt Mary’s life she lived in a nursing home. The authorities
called Kathy, her daughter, to solicit her help to stop her mother from telling “spicy
stories” to the other old ladies. Little did they know that Kathy was a chip of the old
block and was the source of most of her mother’s “spicy stories.” One of Aunt Mary’s
stories was about an old man who became confused every morning when he could not
remember the proper place to put his glass eye and suppository.
The family took Saturday night baths in a white, cast iron bathtub with water
supplied by a bucket after heating on the kitchen range. It took a lot of effort to hand
pump water or melt snow and heat it for baths, so most of the children bathed in the
same water. Sometimes the tub was filled with as many boys as would fit in at a time.
Bathing under this condition was an early form of water sport. It was great fun! Multiple
bathing in the same water gave tangible understanding to the expression “He is of the
first water!”
The boys did their summer bathing in front of the machine shed with sun warmed
water from a metal 55-gallon barrel. In the morning they filled the barrel with water from
the nearby horse trough and by evening it warmed to a comfortable temperature. An
overhead bucket dispensed the water onto the bathers. The wagon scoop board was
placed on the ground to protect feet from the mud. When the weather was especially
hot, temporary relief was possible throughout the day by splashing water from an animal
watering troughs onto shirtless upper bodies.
It was customary for the barbers in town to maintain bathrooms in the rear of
their shops. On Saturday nights the farm hands bathed at the barbershop for 25 cents
and put on a clean shirt before making the rounds of the bowling alleys, pool halls, card
joints and saloons. Other Saturday night entertainment and more personalized
pleasures were also available at several obscure, but well known, second floor
establishments. The Tenderloin Districts of larger cities could provide more
comprehensive and sophisticated services but in Yankton the “basics” were readily
available.
One of the greatest taste treats known to civilization is homemade ice cream. On
special occasions, such as birthdays and holidays, ice cream was made in a handcranked freezer. The freezers looked like wooden buckets with a handle and
mechanism for rotating a cylindrical tank filled with raw ingredients (eggs, cream,
flavoring). The tank turned in the ice filled wooden bucket until its contents were frozen
into ice cream. Salt was added to the ice to accelerate the cooling process. Cranking

the freezer was a boring, laborious task but the reward of the first taste of fresh ice
cream made it worthwhile.
An oak, stave, churn was the source for home made butter. A boy vigorously
raised and lowered a paddle to provide the required agitation of the cream in the churn.
To an impatient boy, the process seemed to take forever but when the butter started “to
come” the cream instantly separated into butter and buttermilk. The fresh buttermilk had
a tart refreshing taste. There was no resemblance to the taste of “store bought”
buttermilk.
A hand cranked DeLaval cream separator divided the raw milk into skimmed milk
and cream. The separator consisted of multiple, metal, conical disks; spouts; and tanks
that had to be disassembled and washed every day. The cream was stored in fivegallon cans until it was taken to town and sold to the Keating Creamery. The creamery
always paid for the cream with heavy silver dollars. Grandpa Donohoe had originally
founded the Keating Creamery when he was in the dairy business.
The family could not consume all of the available milk. Some of the excess was
“served” to the hogs. A hog became a friend for life when it was fed milk. Feeding hogs
the kitchen garbage could also develop similar friendships. The boys were easily
motivated to take the kitchen garbage to the hog pens because it was entertaining to
dump the garbage onto the hogs eager, upturned faces with their wide open mouths.
There was never enough garbage to go around so eating it was a highly competitive
process for the hogs. It was the nature of young boys to enjoy such disgusting and
repulsive feeding spectacles.
Weaned calves also drank excess milk. They were taught to drink by boys pushing
the calves’ heads into milk buckets and inserting fingers into their mouths to simulate
the cow’s teats.
Honey, still on the wax combs, was a staple on the table during the winter. Bill
Volmer, a friend of Bill’s and also the family barber, was a beekeeper. He kept his hives
on the farm and gave Bill and Mary a five-gallon can of honey each fall for the rent.
When Mr. Volmer came to the farm to tend his bees he often cut the boys hair in the
kitchen for 25 cents a head.
The older boys sometimes wore clothes that came from a “bale” of World War I
surplus military uniforms. Distant, scarcely known relatives sent the “bales” from
Norwich, Vermont. The wool military shirts were far too big so they were made to fit by
turning up the sleeves and some tailoring by Mary. The cache included heavy army
overcoats. As the children grew older and the overcoats started to fit they wore them on
the farm during winter weather. The oversize overcoats made them look like Napoleon’s
retreating army after his winter defeat in Moscow. On trips to distant hay fields in bitter
winter weather, the boys drove the horses from high atop the loaded hayracks with the
army overcoats piled over them. It was always colder on the way home due to the sweat
generated during the loading of the hay. No amount of overcoats was ever enough for
comfort during the long rides from the fields. Vigorous shivering and foot stamping
provided supplementary heat.
The normal “uniform” for the Willowdale School boys was striped, bib type work
overalls. In the fall Mary bought new overalls for the boys from the J.C. Penney or
Montgomery Ward stores. The boys wore their new overalls during the school year and
then for fieldwork the following summer as they lost their stiffness and became worn.

One year Mary acquired light colored trousers for the “big kids” to wear to school. The
boys violently vetoed wearing the trousers because they would look different from the
other children. Finally Mary negotiated a deal. She promised that if the boys wore the
trousers on the first morning of the fall term and still disliked them, they could revert to
their bib overalls when they came home at noon for dinner. The boys rushed home and
changed to their overalls so it would no longer be necessary to face the other school
children in different looking clothes. Sartorial differentiation and the latest clothing
fashions were concepts that would not arrive at the Willowdale School for a couple more
generations.
An element of winter wear, that was the subject of many jokes, was “long handled
underwear” - sometimes called “Long Johns.” A “suit” of underwear consisted of an
ankle to neck. thick cotton garment with rubber buttons up the front and a button up flap,
often called a “trap door”, in the seat for easy access when needed. One of the jokes
was that children were sewn into the underwear in the fall and cut out in the spring.
With the inadequate heating systems of the day and the need for extensive time
outside, the underwear was an absolute necessity.
Boys typically wore high shoes that came up over the ankles. The long shoelaces
were threaded through eyelets for the bottom half of the shoe and looped over hooks for
the top half. The hooks enabled great speed in putting on and taking off the shoes
without the need for untying laces.
Clothing was always completely consumed. If children outgrew their clothing
before it was worn out it was passed on to a smaller child. The useful remains of worn
out clothing made good patches for other garments. Stockings were always a problem
due to worn out heels and toes in the days before longwearing, synthetic fabrics. The
stockings with holes awaited mending in wooden bushel baskets. Mending was a task
for evenings or spare moments. Occasionally Grandma Donohoe took a basket full of
stockings home for mending.
Farm men always wore broad-brimmed hats out of doors in the summer time. Their
necks and cheeks were sun tanned to a tobacco brown color but their temples and ears
took on a “white side wall” look. A farmer automatically put on his hat even when he
took a walk in the moonlight.
The kitchen stove and a basement furnace heated the house. The fuel was
normally wood with corncobs for kindling and for short bursts of additional heat in the
kitchen cook stove. Sometimes coal was burned if extra money was available for its
purchase. Coal lasted longer between stokings than wood and produced fewer ashes.
Bill’s last task before retiring to bed was to bank the furnace fire for the night. This was
done by covering the hot coals with ashes to deprive the coal of sufficient oxygen and
slow down the burning. Slow heating continued during the night and full heat quickly
resumed in the morning with the addition of fuel and stirring of the residual hot coals.
For Bill, having a warm house was a gesture of hospitality. When he knew visitors were
coming he put extra wood on the fire and nearly drove everyone out of the house with
the elevated temperatures.
The children were quite excited one cold, blustery, early spring day when the
house heating system was put to an unintended use. Bill brought a newborn calf into
the house and held it in his arms over the furnace floor register until the chill was
removed and it could rejoin its mother in the barnyard.

The Lyons farmhouse and a few farm buildings were wired for electricity. A Delco,
32 volt, direct current, electrical system supplied the power. It was used mostly for
lighting. The power generating plant, located in the basement, consisted of a onecylinder gasoline engine, generator and shelves of square, glass encased storage
batteries. Glass battery containers can often be seen today in antique shops. Electric
lighting was a luxury when compared to kerosene and gas lamps. A few farms had
“windchargers” (propeller driven generators) that generated enough energy to operate a
radio.
The Federal Rural Electrification Act (REA) introduced electricity throughout rural
America in the early 1940’s. It was a day of indescribable pleasure when “they first
turned on the juice”. Rural America now had adequate lighting, refrigeration and the
”luxury of all luxuries” – a radio!
Monday was laundry day. Laundering was a lengthy and messy process especially in the wintertime. Clothes were washed in a Maytag washing machine driven
by a smelly, noisy gasoline engine or a 32-volt electric motor. In winter, lighter weight
clothes were dried in the heated rooms of the house. The house smelled pungent and
moist on laundry days. Heavier clothes were hung on outside clotheslines for several
days to dry in the icy winter wind.
In good weather all of the clothes dried in the summer sun on clotheslines in the
back yard. Mary, who loved all animals, had a good-natured running battle with the
wrens that thought her canvas clothespin bag was a good nesting place. She usually let
the wrens win the battles. Once in awhile a cow escaped its pen and wondered into the
house yard and under the low hanging clothes laden lines. The clotheslines and their
contents were lowered onto the ground or transferred onto the cow for further
distribution throughout the yard. To paraphrase a line from Mark Twain, when this
happened, things were said to the cows that even blue jays would never say.
People normally changed their clothes once each week after their Saturday bath.
More frequent changing was impractical due to the labor-intensive washing process.
Laundry soap was home made with a mixture of beef tallow and lye. It was first
cured into large slabs and then cut to bar size. It worked OK but it would have pressed
commercial soap advertising writers to the limit to find a way to favorably describe its
appearance, smell, and functionality.
Irons were heated on the top of the kitchen stove. It took a lot of experience to
control the temperature to prevent scorching the clothing.
When the local daily newspapers arrived in the roadside mailbox it was an
important event to the children because it provided the latest installment of the comic
strips such as “Dick Tracy”, “Little Orphan Annie” and “Red Ryder”. To resolve the
question of the reading sequence of the comics, the papers were laid out on the floor
and read by all of the boys at the same time. They lined up on their hands and knees in
front of the papers with their little rumps up in the air like a flock of ducklings bobbing for
food in the bottom of a pond. This arrangement reduced jurisdictional disputes over the
reading sequence to an acceptable level – if elbowing in the ribs was overlooked.
Comic book reading was popular. The neighborhood kids with the most comic
books were catered to in the hope that they would loan them out.
Another book of some popularity for its novel appeal was the “Little-Big” book. The
books were small but very thick. They had a bonus feature. On the corner of each page

was a cartoon figure. The illusion of motion occurred when the pages were rapidly
flipped.
Radio programs geared for children, such as: “Jack Armstrong – The All American
Boy”, “Captain Midnight” and “Terry and the Pirates”, were broadcast late in the
afternoon after school. Companies that sponsored the broadcasts extolled the benefits
of their brand of breakfast cereals. The sponsors implied that the implausible exploits of
the program heroes were possible because they consumed their breakfast cereals. Bill
and Mary recognized the children’s intense interest in these episodes and allowed them
to listen while eating a snack of bread and jam before they went outside to do their
evening chores such as feeding the animals, milking the cows, bringing in firewood and
gathering eggs.
Each child was assigned clearly defined daily chores to perform on an individual
basis so bickering would be minimized. When the chores were completed the children
could pursue their own interests. Slip shod performance of the chores was tempting but
the risks were high because Bill frequently monitored the results before he retired for
the day. He did not hesitate about meting out penalties to the child who inadequately
performed his chores. Francis remembers one such encounter when he left a pail full of
water out on a cold night. The water expanded when it froze and burst the pail wide
open from top to bottom. Bill almost never laid a hand on anyone for substandard
performance of work or misbehavior. But he had a way of effectively shaming
transgressors with words - or in serious cases - a day or two of silence. He could make
words hurt worse than spanking and his silence cut deeper than words.
The separation of duties between the farming function and household functions at
the Lyons farms was quite definite. Bill farmed and Mary ran the household. There was
much discussions and liaison between the two functions but Mary did no farm work and
Bill did no household work. This was not always the case on other farms. Sometimes
the farm wife drove the horses, tended the chickens and cattle, and raised the gardens.
In addition she was expected to perform the household duties and bear children. In
these cases the farm wife seemed to get the dirty end of the stick.
Farming was normally the domain of men with women participating as key, but
usually secondary, partners. Nevertheless there were cases where women operated
farms without a husband or dominant male present. Usually this would only happen
when the woman had a strong farm background. Aunt Ruth Donohoe, who was city
born, had trouble getting her male farm employees to follow her direction after Uncle
Francis died. This forced her to rent out her farm and move to town.
It was customary for most farmers to go to town on Saturday nights to shop. It also
gave them the opportunity to chat with neighbors and friends. After shopping, people sat
in their cars that they parked diagonally at the curbs on main street. This gave them a
good view of the sidewalks. As their friends walked by, they stopped for a talk. Some of
the more avid talkers and gossipers came to town early in the evenings so they could
secure the best parking places.
The receipt of a letter was an event of some importance. When a letter arrived it
could usually be counted on for all the news from relatives who lived at a distance. They
were usually written with pencils. Long distance telephone calls were reserved for major
emergencies due to the cost. Sometimes telegrams were also used for emergency
information. Bill often wrote letters to his sister, Mary. Mary was such a character and

nonstop “gabber” that she was always known to everyone in the various small towns
where she lived. Sometimes Bill addressed letters to her by only using her current
nickname and her town. A couple of her nicknames were “Lucy Horsefeathers” and
“Aunt Freak”. When she was younger, her brothers sometimes called her “Donovan’s
Dog” due to her unkempt hair and its resemblance to a neighbor’s dog. She always
received the letters addressed to the nicknames.
The large Lyons house with many places to play, and the outside attractions of the
farm, provided ample opportunities for exercising youthful imaginations. An easily
climbable, mature catalpa tree stood near the house. The long, slim seedpods that the
boys called bananas, were in plentiful supply to use as projectiles for hurling at each
other in mock spearing battles. Immense cotton wood trees shaded the entire farmyard
and gave relief from the heat during the almost unbearable summer months. This made
outside playing possible. The older boys built a tree house in a sprawling willow tree
over the artesian well pond. It was their private refuge. For the younger children it was a
kind of scary sanctum sanctorum in the world of the “big kids”. They were occasionally
allowed to enter this exciting kingdom.
In addition to the entertainment opportunities for children on the farm there were
also opportunities for mischief. When horses have their rumps stroked they relax and
arch their tails. The boys were amused - but not the horses - when they placed sticks
under the horse’s arched tails. The horses vigorously clamped their tails down on the
stick and jumped around in a high state of agitation until their tail muscles became
exhausted and the stick fell away. Rotten chicken eggs, found in abandoned nesting
places, have a foul, overwhelming, sulfurous smell when they are broken. It was great
fun to lob the rotten eggs at any available target such as a passing animal - or even a
brother who might be out of favor at the moment. Another opportunity for mischief was
to identify an unsuspecting chicken and feed it a worm with a string tied around its waist
(if worms have waists). After the chicken swallowed the worm it could be pulled back
up. The chickens were slow learners and quite tolerant to this form of mischief because
they often allowed encores with the same worm.
Smoking at an early age was something that was considered adventuresome and
a rite of passage to adolescence. One day after school Francis and Gene, at an early
age, tried out smoking with tobacco supplied by an older student. The tobacco was from
a Bull Durham tobacco sack. After two cigarettes Francis became sick and threw up. He
never did get over his tobacco intolerance. “Bull Durham” was the “he man” tobacco of
choice. If a person could pour tobacco form the “Bull Durham” sack onto a piece of
cigarette paper, lick it and seal the paper with one hand he was “a real cool dude”.
When Pat, Francis and Gene were smaller and the only children, longer car trips
were undertaken. The trips were usually for Sunday visits to the Lyons grandparents, 60
miles away in Wagner. A standard amenity kept on the rear car floorboards was an
empty tin coffee can. It helped reduce the need for frequent “ pit stops” for the three
little boys.
On one of the earlier Dodge cars a hand cranked windshield wiper removed
exterior moisture. The inside of the windshield was rubbed with small cloth bag of salt
for frost removal in the winter. The salt caused heavy rusting of the dashboard.
Today when we plan to drive a car, we assume it will start in cold weather. With
earlier cars, winter operation was always doubtful. In the 1930’s, carburetors were pre-

heated with blowtorches to help vaporize the fuel and expedite starting. Sometimes
horses towed the cars to start them.
The operation of a car in cold weather called for delicate balancing of the alcohol
and water coolant fluid. The coolant mixture boiled at a temperature twenty to thirty
degrees lower than water. It was necessary to carefully control the coolant temperature
to prevent radiator boiling.
While away on trips in winter, car engines were left running or they were frequently
restarted to maintain the engine temperature. Stories abound about naive, new car
owners who heated up their car engines in the winter by building fires under them.
When the gasoline in the fuel tanks exploded, the cars met the proverbial cow as it
jumped over the moon.
Car heaters were marginally effective so traveling in a car in winter could be only
slightly more comfortable than in a wagon or sled. The back of the front seats of better
quality car brands had long handrails. The handrails were used as a rack for blankets or
old buffalo robes that were used to wrap around passengers in the winter. Car heater
deficiencies did present one advantage - they provided an excuse for “close
encounters” by courting couples.
In the mid-1940’s “locker plant” services became prevalent for storing meat. The
“locker plants” consisted of refrigerated rooms with locked drawers and shelves for meat
storage. The “locker plant” owners were usually butchers so farmers brought their own
livestock to them for slaughtering and packaging meat according to their individual
preferences and needs. Temperatures were maintained at zero degrees Fahrenheit.
When farmers came to town for their shopping they picked up enough meat to last until
their next trip back to town. On hot summer days it was a treat to enter the lockers
rooms and cool off. As home freezers became common the “locker plants” gradually
became obsolete. It was a luxury to be able to eat any desired meat in any season of
the year.
It was much easier for farmers to weather difficult economic times than city
dwellers when they lost their jobs and paychecks. Farmers could hold out for long
periods of time by growing their own food and fuel and “making do” for most of their
other needs until better times returned.

CHAPTER EIGHT

COMMUNITY SOCIAL LIFE

B

ILL and Mary were active in the social life of their rural community. The community
was defined by the historic town of Yankton to the west, the tranquil James River to
the east and north, and the raucous Missouri River on the south where it formed the
Nebraska/South Dakota border.
The immediate community included a mixture of Norwegians, Danes, Germans,
Swiss, English and three families of Blacks - all headed by brothers. A few Jewish and
Greek Orthodox families lived in town. Occasionally Lakota (Sioux) Indians were seen.
Demonstrations of nationality or race friction were rare. Any hint of criticism of other
nationalities or races in the Lyons household generated an immediate lecture from Mary
on the equality of man. Just to the west of Yankton in a 60-mile square area, almost all
of the population was directly descended from Czech immigrants. Kolaches, the Czech
pastry staple, was so popular that it also became the staple on the tables of many nonCzech families.
Bill and Mary were the only Irish and one of the few Catholics families in the
neighborhood. The neighbors usually belonged to one of the well-known Protestant
faiths and were members of churches in town.
A rich social life prevailed in the community with frequent, mostly informal, visits
among the farm families. The belief that rural families lived more isolated lives than
urban dwellers did not apply here. Social life was egalitarian. Everyone had the
opportunity to be involved in community social affairs although some did not choose to
regularly participate.
Neighbors customarily visited each other unannounced on Sunday evenings. After
a period of banter, they played cards, usually “500”, followed by a serving of coffee and
cake or cookies.
Conversation and business dealing in rural Midwest America was always a
remarkably polite affair. Once a Time magazine writer from New York City came to Iowa
to cover the national political caucuses. He observed and wrote, “It is more acceptable
in the Midwest to commit murder than to be impolite.”
Clear yes or no answers and definitive statements are rare. To an outsider, the
conclusions from discussions, which were clear to the rural participants, can be quite
vague. After a fifteen-minute early morning cup of coffee at a farm owner’s kitchen table
the senior hired man is responsible for making the first move toward starting to work for
the day. He might say, “Well, I was thinking about cultivating the north forty today”. If
the farm owner agrees he will nod. If not, he might say “That’s a good idea, but when
do you think we should take the cattle to the Johnson pasture"? The hired men will
understand that tending to the cattle is the order of the day. Many business discussions
occur between people in pick-up trucks or tractors as they stop beside each other on
country roads – always with their engines running even if the discussions take 45
minutes. They first discuss the weather, crop prices, health of neighbors and conditions

of the animals. Then a vague set of comments are made on when, how, and where a
joint project such as harvesting or planting will be undertaken. To the farmers, a clear
course of action is agreed upon but to an outsider it is quite unclear how a set of “unhuhs”, “yups”, “garshes”, and “wells” can constitute a clearly defined, scheduled and
understood work plan.
Joe Sickman was the neighbor to the south of the Lyons farm. He always wore
blue bib overalls; high, laced boots; and a well-cultivated walrus mustache. Inside his
boots he wore colorful, long wool stockings with the cuffs turned over the top of the
boots – winter and summer. He then tucked the legs of his overalls into the top of his
boots and socks. He had a wife but they were seldom seen together in public. Mr.
Sickman did not have a car so he walked everywhere including to Yankton, three miles
away. Bill and Mary always gave him a ride if they saw him walking along the road. He
seldom spoke in the car but when he got out at his driveway he invariably said, with
formality, “Much obliged” and then walked to his house with an odd gait that resembled
a person stamping on ants. Once he walked to the Lyons farmhouse on a cold winter
day. He stood in the kitchen with icicles on his mustache. He wordlessly broke them off
and deposited them in the kitchen sink. The children thought that the phenomenon of
the ice cycles on Mr. Sickman’s mustache was hilarious and they talked of it for many
days.
The Sickman hired man, “Baldy”, called on Bill while he was in the Sacred Heart
hospital recovering from surgery. “Baldy” tried to cheer Bill up with some colorful,
barnyard badinage. After the visit, he departed with a final good natured, earthy
suggestion that would not likely be heard in the convent dining room. The attending
nursing nun believed the conversation was so smutty that it vitiated the room and soiled
the bed linens. She changed the bedding on both beds in Bill’s room after “Baldy” left.
When a farmer becomes seriously ill or dies it is the custom for the neighbors to
help out with the farming for the first year until the crop cycle is completed and the
survivor can arrange to rent or sell the land. The neighbors all arrive on a prearranged
day to perform whatever task needs to be done - often it is the harvesting of crops.
People arrive early in the morning with their machinery, horses and trucks. The wives
see to providing the food. Even though these occasions are sad, there is a festive note
to the proceedings. No money is ever exchanged for such services.
One of the main forms of rural entertainment was dancing. It was not uncommon to
see three generations at a dance – grandparents, young married or single people and
babies wrapped up and asleep on the benches along the walls. A staple refreshment at
the dances was a bottle of whiskey. The older people usually limited consumption to a
social drink or two – some abstained. The younger single males drank a little more with
the objective of fortifying their courage for the daunting task of asking the girls to dance
and maybe step out to a car later for a little hand holding and who knows what. A few of
the young males, who were not the dancing type, drank considerably more with the
objective of becoming so offensive that a fight would be required behind the dance hall.
By the time enough whiskey had been drunk to induce a fight, the ability to fight with
any conviction was sapped and a few cut lips and black eyes were about the limit of
bodily damage.
Mary and Bill liked visitors and the opportunity that they gave for lively
conversations. After the Lyons children grew older, they started to take 18 to 20 year

old foreign exchange students into their home for three to four month durations. The
students were usually involved in agricultural endeavors in their home countries in
Europe and South America. During their visit they fully participated in the farm and
community work; and religious and social activities. Any student who stayed on the
farm was sure to continue to receive letters from Mary as long as she lived. Later Mary
visited Francis when he lived in Heidelberg, Germany. She used the visit as an
opportunity to reestablish direct contact with several German students who once lived
on the farm. Little distinction was made between the exchange students and Bill and
Mary’s own children. They were all treated the same. Conversations with the visiting
guests centered on lengthy comparisons of the local culture to the culture of the
student’s own country. The exchange students went along to every county fair, church
dinner, 4-H club meeting, family gathering and trip to stores for farm and family supplies
that Bill and Mary could think of. They ensured that the students were totally exposed to
every aspect of American farm life so that when they returned home they would have
had a total, rural American, cultural immersion.
In the Midwest a person’s family “pedigree” or how much land he owns does not
determine his “status.” “Status” is a function of how good a person farms; how caring
he is for his livestock; what things he can do well such as weld, fix machinery and plant
straight rows; how good he is to the hired hands; how well he treats his wife and
children; and how helpful he is to his neighbors. The ultimate test is how many people
attend his funeral. The highest accolade is, “His (or her) funeral had the highest
attendance of any funeral that the pastor had ever experienced.”
“Status” is diminished by too much “ego talking.” Some farmers become greedy
and engage in risky business ventures such as heavy investments in grain futures,
speculative land purchases based on highly leveraged loans and purchase of more new
farm machinery than is justifiable. They often eventually lose big sums of money, or
even their entire farms, on such ventures. But while business conditions are good, they
can project overly optimistic benefits and profits from the ventures. It is an irresistible
temptation to brag of their business acumen at places such as the grain elevators, farm
implement dealerships, and livestock auctions. This kind of “ego talking” is not well
received and is the basis for a lot of self-satisfying, “I sure as heck knew this would
happen” commentary later when setbacks or failures occur.
“Keeping up with the Joneses” may have a reverse meaning in rural communities.
When Bill and Mary bought their first new car in 1948, Bill asked Tommy to keep the
garage door shut so visiting neighbors could not see the car. Bill spoke of a neighbor
from his youth who bought a new blue suit to replace his old threadbare suit. He wore
the new vest one year with the old suit. The next year he wore the new pants with the
new vest and the old coat. The third year he wore the whole new suit. He thought the
neighbors would not notice his new suit and comment on his extravagance and
apparent prosperity.
In rural communities, land-owning farmers seldom move. Farm families often live
on the same land for generations. Farms seldom go on the market. There are instances
of Midwest families living on the same farm for five generations. Memories are long. The
behavior of a person from his childhood to his death is well engrained in the memories
of others in the community. Adverse behavior may be forgiven but it will never be
forgotten.

Slowly, but inexorably, the number of farms and people associated with farming is
being reduced in America. Many people who would like to continue to pursue the
farming traditions of their parents find it not economically viable to do so. Within the
memory of the author, a viable farm size grew from the norm of 160 acres to over a
thousand acres at the time that Pat Lyons retired from farming in the early 1990’s. At
the time of writing of this book in 2001, it is not uncommon for highly successful farmers
to farm 5000 acres. Enormous capital for the land and farm equipment is required. At
$2000 to $3000 per acre for land and $250,000 for a large combine or tractor, the
balance sheet of a modern farm is not unlike that of a manufacturing company. To
successfully farm on this scale, farmers must be highly efficient and competitive but it is
sad to see so many good people who were raised in farming traditions forced into other
occupations.
The rural countryside is slowly reverting to the immense open stretches of land that
greeted the original pioneers. Farm buildings are being razed; wind break trees are
dying; unused roads and railroads are being abandoned; small towns are dying; and the
distinctive pattern of sections and quarter section fields are being erased as land is
consolidated.
The town of Yankton was a part of Bill and Mary’s lives but it was secondary to
their rural community life. Yankton was mostly a place to shop, bank, visit relatives, go
to church and deal with farm supply businesses.
Yankton was a pioneer town and the Dakota Territory Capitol until the Territory
was divided into South Dakota and North Dakota in 1889. The name of Yankton was
derived from one of the seven Sioux Indian tribes. Regularly scheduled steamboat
traffic went as far up the sandbar and snag ridden Missouri River as Yankton. Old
pictures of the town show a river front crowded with wharves and commerce. General
Custer’s brigade camped for a period of time in Yankton on the way to his famous and
fatal rendezvous with a Sioux army in Wyoming. Yankton was a major trading town for
the surrounding area and for a long stretch to the west.
The history books describe Yankton during the Territorial Capitol times as a
brawling town of uneducated, rowdy people. Almost any laws could be passed if enough
money and liqueur was doled out to pay off and placate the legislators. The principal
buildings were constructed of rough-sawn lumber behind board sidewalks a step or two
above the rutted, muddy streets. Crude hotels housed the temporary legislators,
homesteaders and gold miners heading west to claim their fortunes, and camp
followers.
A few years later, when prosperity came to Yankton, a number of fine houses,
mostly constructed of bricks, were built in a ten block square area near the middle of
town. Several could be considered mansions. Many of these fine homes and gardens
were refurbished in the 1990’s and returned to their original glory.
Higher educational opportunities also came to Yankton with the building of Yankton
College, an affiliate of the Congregational Church. Later the Benedictine Sisters built
additional schools and Mount Marty College.
In the 1920’s a bridge was built across the Missouri River to attract business from
Nebraska to Yankton. It replaced a ferry and pontoon bridge. It was the only bridge for
sixty miles. Grandpa Donohoe was one of the major local investors in the toll bridge with
an investment of $5,000. The investment never paid off for him but it did enlarge the

town’s business area by including the Nebraska farmers and several smaller towns
within a 40-mile radius to the south. The bridge design criteria was badly misconceived.
A major part of the cost was to accommodate rail and river traffic. The railroad never
was built and the river traffic soon waned and stopped.
At the beginning of Bill and Mary’s residence on their farm, Yankton was a typical
Midwest town with businesses focused on Main Street. As the town grew and
“modernization and progress” came, many businesses haphazardly moved to the
periphery of town. Unambiguous business signs along the town entry roads now read:
RADIATOR SHOP, Best Place to Take a Leak; “SID’S AUTO ACRES; BIRD
CLEANING (for hunters) etc. Panoramic displays of new and rusty, used farm
equipment crowd to the road’s edge on the sites of farm equipment dealerships.
Franchised businesses abound in their standard and uninspired cooker-cutter
uniformity. Architectural and site development for many businesses is limited to the
illustrations in low cost prefabricated building catalogues. The rich river bottom soil that
will sustain almost any vegetation - even fence posts will sprout and grow into trees has been flogged to its lowest performance level by surrounding the business buildings
with gravel parking lots and mowed weeds. If there are city planning and zoning laws,
appearance and aesthetics seem to be missing from the documents. Perhaps building
controls and designation of industrial and business zones are regarded as intrusions on
the rights of entrepreneurs to display their unrestrained taste to the public view.
Unfortunately, the carelessness and visual blight surrounding Yankton is also seen in
many other Midwest towns.
However, after arriving visitors have established an image of a city defined by the
tacky taste of many of the businesses on the entry roads, they are relieved at the sight
of the still attractive historic town center; the surrounding blocks of well maintained and
landscaped houses (flowers and shade trees seem to be a municipal passion); and
parks that focus on the priceless views of the Missouri River. This area of Yankton could
serve as the background for many Norman Rockwell paintings.
Almost limitless, history and information on Yankton, the surrounding community
and the state is available from the writings of Bob Karolevitz, a colorful and well-known
writer for the Yankton Press and Dakotan newspaper and various publishers. He sits in
his farmhouse near the town of Mission Hill where he produces an endless flow of
newspaper articles, books and documents as abundantly as his farm neighbors produce
bumper crops of hogs, corn and soybeans.
Yankton is slowly expanding toward the Lyons farm. Perhaps in the next
generation the farm will cease to function for agricultural purposes and become part of
the town. Not a pleasant prospect!

Draw bridge over Missouri River in Yankton. South Dakota
on near side and Nebraska on far side. Designed for cars on
top deck and railroad on bottom.
Circa 1925

Cramer-Kenyon Heritage Home in historic district of Yankton
(Eastland Stick Style of architecture, built in 1886)

CHAPTER NINE

THE FARM

T

HE Lyons farm produced corn, barley, oats, rye, alfalfa, cane and clover. Later
soybeans became a major crop when applications and processes for their use
became widespread.
Corn was the principal crop. In the time before plant hybridization, corn yields
were typically 35 bushels per acre compared to 150 to 200 bushels per acre today.
Corn-pickers manually snapped the ears off the stalks and tossed them into horse
drawn wagons. The horses started and stopped by voice commands. A small box
attached to the side of the wagon was used to accumulate especially good ears for
seed the following year. A few very energetic and skilled corn-pickers could “shuck” 100
bushels in a good day. Hired corn-pickers earned around three cents for each bushel
picked. If they were capable of picking 100 bushels in a day, it would ensure that the
feat was mentioned at the next neighborhood gathering. A small amount of corn fell on
the ground during picking. This corn was winter food for the Chinese ring-necked
pheasants that thrived in the fencerows surrounding the fields. Picking corn required a
lot of wrist action to tear back the husk, with the aid of a hook strapped to one hand,
break off the ear, and flip it into the wagon. Corn picker’s gloves each had two thumbs.
The corn ears were abrasive. When one side of the glove wore out, it could be reversed
to transfer the wear to the unworn backside. Wrist ailments were common. A ready
supply of ointments and liniments were highly advertised that, according to the label on
the container, would eliminate wrist pains. Sticker grass and cockleburs grew along
with the corn. It tenaciously stuck in pant legs. To overcome this, the corn pickers
applied a heavy coat of paint to their pant legs to make them impenetrable. When they
walked their legs looked like a pair of painted stovepipes.
Picking corn was a slow, backbreaking process. It was always a race to get it
done before the first fall snowfall.
It took a lot of “horse power” to raise corn. It was necessary to go over the fields at
least seven times per season – all with horse drawn equipment. It was first necessary to
chop the stalks from the previous year and sometimes rake and burn them – then to
plow or till with disk harrows followed by planting and cultivating three times. The last
cultivation was called “laying by”. Finally came harvest time. Two teams of horses (four
horses) drew most of the equipment. During the heavy pulling, the horses sweated and
generated a white, pungent lather. The evaporation of the sweat cooled them. It was
necessary to rest the horses frequently. The farmer usually rode on a seat built onto the
farm equipment. The simple seat was made of perforated steel and formed to fit the
operator’s lower anatomical contours. Some farmers installed an umbrella over the seat
to give shade from the sun.
Weeds such as sunflowers and cockleburs are virtually impervious to cultivating.
The Lyons boys had the hard, unwelcome task of walking through the fields with hoes
or machete-like corn knives to kill the remaining weeds. This task was to be avoided at
all cost!
Grain binders harvested the small grain (barley, wheat, rye and oats). The binders
were still constructed on the same principles discovered 100 years earlier by Cyrus
McCormack when he invented the first reaper. The grain binders cut the grain, formed it
in into bundles, and wrapped the bundles with hemp twine. They periodically dumped
the accumulated bundles in windrows on the ground. Grain-shockers followed the
binders to pick up the bundles from the ground by hand and set them on their butt ends

in shocks to ensure complete drying. Shocking barley was an especially hard, itchy job.
The tiny barbed beards at the end of each kernel of grain stuck to sweaty bodies like
myriad microscopic fishhooks.
Threshing grain was a larger endeavor requiring heavy, complex threshing
machines run by large engines and a crew of 18 to 20 men. Each season the neighbors
formed threshing crews. One person in each community owned a threshing machine
that served the entire neighborhood. Bundles of grain were lifted from the shocks with
three tined forks and pitched onto horse drawn hayracks. The hayracks were unloaded
into the threshing machine for separation of the straw and grain kernels. The crew
moved around the neighborhood from farm to farm until the harvest was completed.
Working on a threshing crew was the rite of passage for boys to manhood at the age of
thirteen or fourteen. A boy was provided a hayrack of his own to operate. It was
backbreaking work and the boys worked to exhaustion without complaint. Complaining
about fatigue was socially unacceptable. To do so would be to brand “sissy” or “wimp”
on the forehead of the complainer. If a boy was small and the effort was beyond his
physical limit the older hands found a pretext to help the boy when his efforts lagged.
Sometimes grain was hauled away from the threshing machine in trucks. The
trucks were hot form the summer weather and from the hot truck engines. To help
improve driver comfort the door hinge pins were driven out and the doors temporarily
removed. The cross ventilation was great!
The threshing crew meals served by the farmer’s daughters and wives – wives
were almost always referred to as “the misses” - were legendary for their quality and
quantity. Woe onto the wife who did not provide adequate meals for the threshing
crews! If so, her culinary deficiencies were discussed at gatherings for the next year.
Grant Wood’s wonderfully captured the scene around the dining room at threshing time
well-known painting entitled “Dinner for Threshers”. Wood demonstrated his intimate
knowledge of a threshing scene when he painted the upper portion of the heads of the
crew pale to show that their wide-brimmed straw hats were always firmly in place when
they worked outside.
Threshing was a time of excitement and comradeship. If the crop yields were
bountiful and the prices were good; and the horses, men and equipment had performed
well, there was a feeling of well being. As the tired men came into the house for a late
supper after a long day of threshing, followed by the evening chores, there was a rush
of euphoria because something important had been accomplished. Seeing burnished,
golden fields of grain at harvest time was an experience that made even the dullest
people, who ordinarily thought in more practical terms, think of poetry. And who can
ever forget the wonderful, sweet, musky smell of newly cut grain or hay in the warm,
descending dampness at dusk?
The crops harvested on the Lyons farm were fed directly to the animals in the feed
lots. In the fall Bill normally bought 150 feeder cattle, mostly Herefords (white faces with
red bodies) from the ranches west of the Missouri River. They ate corn and hay during
the winter and spring and reached their optimum size and weight for marketing in the
early summer.
Enough sows were held back form the market to produce 125 “new hogs” each
year. When the hogs grew to about 240 pounds, the ideal marketing weight, they were
sold. A narrow window of time existed for marketing. If the hogs remained in the feed

lots too long, they gained too much weight and the prices per pound nose-dived.
Farmers intensely followed the livestock market as they attempted to identify the best
price within the window for marketability.
Hired trucks hauled the cattle to market in Sioux City. A bandy legged, little man
named Tuffy Brewer owned the trucking company that Bill patronized. As a special
treat, the boys were allowed to ride along to market with the truck drivers and the cattle.
This gave Bill a first hand report on whether or not the cattle went directly to the market
stockyards without undue beer breaks by the driver along the way.
About 100 Leghorn laying hens produced eggs for the family and for sale.
Grandma Donohoe still called the hens by their old fashioned name, “biddies.” The
surplus eggs were sold on the market along with the surplus cream. Money from the
cream and eggs was considered “extra money” to be used for extravagances. The
extravagances, however, usually turned out to be something quite practical such as new
shoes for a child or a farm tool
Leghorn chickens are small birds that can fly like pheasants. In good weather they
lived outside and flew to the highest branches of the trees to roost at night. In the fall,
they had to be caught and brought inside to the chicken house for winter protection. It
took the agility of a squirrel to climb the trees at night to nab them while they were
perched on the tree branches. Due to their night sightlessness they did not try to
escape. One year on 11 November a sudden raging blizzard came late in the afternoon.
The chickens had to be “retrieved” from the trees during the blizzard. They were frozen
and covered with ice and snow. Those that survived looked like they had gone through
an operating corn-sheller with their missing toes and the blackened stumps of their once
proud, red combs. Catching chickens on cold frosty nights was not job that had a lot of
volunteers.
In the Midwest until the 1960’s, the standard unit of farm land necessary for
sustaining a family was 160 acres - a quarter of a square mile – the unit defined by the
Homestead Act which was legislated during the Civil War. The Homestead Act was one
of the efforts of the federal government to encourage rapid settling of the vast Louisiana
Purchase between the Mississippi River and the Rocky Mountains. The Act granted
individuals free ownership of land if they lived on it for several years and “improved it”
by farming and building houses and farm buildings. The surveying of the Louisiana
Purchase was a project of epic proportions. It was done according to an ingenious but
simple surveying system that resulted in square farms and uniform roads throughout the
enormous territory. The surveying system was remarkable for its Euclidean purity and
elegance. From an airplane in the summer, it is still possible to clearly see the original
land survey that gave the land the look of a piece of graph paper with each square a
different shade of green according to the crops planted.
Parallel to the Homestead Act, Congress enacted in 1962, the Morrill Act which
gave large grants of federal land to the states on the promise that they would use the
sale proceeds to build colleges of Agricultural Culture and Mechanical Arts. Elementary
education was also encouraged by setting aside two square miles of each township (36
miles square) to sell for the generation of school funds.
In the west where there the rainfall was low and farming was impractical, the
standard quarter section of land could not sustain a family. The western land could only

be viably utilized in larger units as ranch land for raising cattle and sheep based on the
methods already established by the earlier Spanish and Mexican settlers.
The Homestead Act, along with the building of railroads, was a major contributor to
the rapid settling of the Louisiana Purchase by Europeans. The federal government
encouraged railroad companies to build in the west by giving them extensive land for
construction rights of way and real estate and mineral development. The vast flat
prairies were settled several hundred years faster than envisioned by Thomas Jefferson
in 1803 when he masterminded their purchase from France. The Native Americans,
who lived on the land for centuries violently objected to the European settlement but
without resistance to European diseases, access to modern weapons and large-scale
organization they were doomed.
In the mid-1940’s the Lyons farm expanded by fifty percent. The adjacent Louis
Johnson farm to the east went up for sale. Bill bought 60 acres of it to add to his original
120 acres. The new land was as fertile and flat as his original farm.
When Bill, and most farmers, described farm distances, they always spoke of it in
terms of rods. A rod is 16 ½ feet. This odd dimension is used because it evenly divides
into one mile – 320 rods equal one mile.
Until the 1940’s when tractors became available on the Lyons farm, horses were
used for farming. Two teams of horses, with one extra for standby, were enough for a
quarter section farm. A team consisted of two horses. Bill’s teams of horses were
named Mickey and Dobbin, and Pat and Pete. Nellie was the standby mare. Nellie also
served occasionally as a makeshift saddle horse. A standby horse was needed due to
illnesses, sores – usually under the collars, – and hoof problems. When tractors came
into use on the farm, Bill could not bear to “put down” the now useless horses. They
were kept and lovingly cared for until their natural deaths. Bill loved and understood
horses. He regretted the necessity of converting to mechanized farming.
One piece of equipment still used on the Lyons farm was a carryover from earlier
times. It was a “horsepower”, a wood frame containing a set of enormous iron gears,
shafts and a boom for turning by a team of horses. The horses were hitched to the
boom and walked in a circle, thereby turning the gears and generating power. The
gearing was connected to a shaft that operated a grain elevator for hoisting grain into
overhead bins in the corncrib and granary. A man or boy had to walk behind the horses
to keep them moving. Apparently the horses saw little sense in walking in circles so they
would stop without constant “encouragement”. If they did not respond to spoken
commands or a gentle jiggling of the reigns then a poke in the rump with a stick always
worked. A mystery of life to contemplate during the performance of the dull task of
driving horses around in a circle is why a two ton horse, an otherwise intelligent animal,
would allow a 75 pound boy to control its life when it would rather be comfortably at
home in its stall resting and eating oats and hay. Often the horses were driven in the
dark to unload corn when the huskers came home late in the dark, fall evenings.
The open gears of the “horsepower” could easily crush a leg so great care had to
be exercised to stay a distance away from them. Grandpa Donohoe told a tale from his
youth about a man who got his leg crushed in the gearing of a “horsepower”. He was
fed as much whiskey as possible to make him drunk enough to eliminate the pain and
prepare him from even more pain when his leg was sawed off. A boy was sent racing to

town on a horse to buy a new saw for the amputation. They wanted to be ensure that
the saw was “clean.”
Robert F. Karoleveitz shows another reminder of “animal power” equipment from
the past in “Old Time Agriculture in the Ads”. An advertisement reads, “The Improved
United States [cream] Separator and A First Prize Dog or Sheep Power” :
Conway, Mass., Feb. 11, 1898
I am using one of your Improved No. 5 U.S. [cream] separators, and one of
your Prize Dog Powers to run it. I am using a sheep weighing 160 pounds [for
powering the treadmill to drive the cream separator], and he took to the work very
nicely. Now when I let him loose he will go to the cream room and get on the
power of his own free will.
If the reader can believe this inspired testimonial, written by an overly-eager ad
writer, he can believe that during the time of slavery, the slaves picked cotton of their
own free will on their day off!
Fence building and repairing was a farm task like mending socks. It was never
completed. The fence repairs needed to be made constantly due to hard use by the
animals and deterioration of the wire and posts. Posts were dipped in creosote to
prolong their life. This smelly process started by cutting a 55-gallon barrel in two with a
cold chisel and hammer. Black, smelly creosote was poured into the barrel and the
fence posts dipped and placed on supports to dry. Some of the creosote soaked into
clothes and stained hands. The creosote stains and smells persisted for weeks.
Barbed wire was the usually the main fence building material. Every farm boy
carries small hand and leg scars for life from barbed wire cuts. Old barbed wire
sometimes breaks while being stretched during fence building and can cause nasty
gashes.
When a country man describes a bad situation he sometimes says, “It’s like forty
miles of bad road!” For anyone who has had to travel a dirt road during the period of
spring thawing, he knows this is an apt description. The earth freezes up to four feet
deep in the winter. When the frost melts in the spring the land turns into a quagmire.
The traction of car tires is of negligible benefit under this condition. For many years the
road in front of the Lyons farm was virtually a dirt trail with almost no drainage. For
Mary’s once a week trip to town for shopping, Bill towed the car with a team of horses to
the gravel road one half a mile away. At a predetermined time he would return to tow
her and the car back home.
During the spring thaw, the farm livestock could not wait for dry conditions for
feeding and watering so farmers had to wade and slog through the mud to tend to their
needs. It was a hard, dirty, exhausting task.
Before commercial fertilizers and herbicides, other methods had to be devised for
soil fertility and insect control. Soil fertility was maintained by carefully collecting and
spreading animal manure on the fields. Fertility was also improved by the rotation of
crop planting - especially leguminous plants that are nitrogen generating - such as
alfalfa, clover, and beans. The year after these nitrogen-generating plants were grown,
dramatic improvements in yield occurred the following year.

Control of insects was difficult. Shaking lime on melon plants with loosely woven
burlap bags repelled melon bugs. Potato bugs were repeatedly scraped off the plants by
hand into kerosene-filled cans. Grasshoppers were partially controlled by spreading
poison mixed with sawdust onto the corn stalks.
The threat of animal diseases, such as cattle anthrax, horse lockjaw, chicken
coccidiosis and hog cholera brought dread to farmers. One year Bill’s hogs were so
infected with the “bloody scours” that he stopped raising them for a year until the
disease died down. The death of a few animals from diseases was a hardship but when
epidemics occurred and entire flocks and herds died or were put down by orders of
agricultural health authorities it was a numbing catastrophe.
Bill never liked to buy southern livestock because of concern about the diseases
that they might bring. He also did not like the threat of diseases from sheep. Once a
stray sheep came onto the farm. Bill was nervous the entire time that he waited for the
owner to come to take it away.
Freezing of animal water troughs was a winter long problem. Kerosene lamps were
placed under the troughs and lit on cold nights. Daily filling and maintaining the lamps
was a smelly business!
Winter blizzards could be ferocious and deadly. They could last for days. They
caused many deaths of animals and people who were caught in the open. Without
modern weather forecasting the storms came unexpectedly. A person in a blizzard
becomes totally disoriented. He has no more visibility than if he was in a milk bottle.
There was a story of a man being caught in a blizzard in his own farmyard but he could
not find the way to his house. He accidentally stumbled onto his woodpile and threw
pieces of wood to try to hit a building so the noise would help him regain his bearings
and the safety of shelter. He was found frozen to death when the storm subsided with
pieces of wood tantalizingly close to the buildings.
In the west river part of the state, cattle were free to roam on the open range and
forage for grass. When a blizzard covers the grass and water supply, the cattle became
desperate and die in large numbers. Herculean efforts are made to deliver feed to them.
Ellsworth Air Force Base, located in Rapid City, South Dakota on the western
ranchlands, undertook such an effort. Cargo planes were loaded with bales of hay to
dump near the stranded and starving cattle. Their effort was called, “Operation Haylift”.
On one occasion, in the spring after a major series of blizzards, Francis drove across
the western prairies for a spring break from the School of Mines. He saw the
disheartening spectacle of thousands of frozen cattle with their heads and tails
emerging from the thawing snowdrifts.
When spring plowing started, flocks of seagulls followed the plows for a feast of
freshly exposed worms and insects. It was always a mystery where they came from
because they were not seen at any other time of the year.
Vegetables were only seasonally available. To stretch their growing season in the
spring, seeds were planted in hot beds. Hot beds are pits in the ground with windows
over the tops to contain the warmth from the sunlight. A thick bed of manure is placed in
the bottom just under the soil to generate supplemental heat. Radishes, lettuce, onions
and seedlings, for later transplanting to the garden, were grown in the hot beds.
A row of rhubarb in a garden will produce enough to feed an army. Rhubarb pie
was a favorite of Bill’s. To ensure an ample supply of ingredients for rhubarb pies, Bill

added a load of horse manure to the row of rhubarb each spring that made it grow
explosively. Many jars of rhubarb, often mixed with strawberries or cherries, were
always on hand as a staple for desert.
A several acre large garden was tended partly with horses and partly with hand
labor. Hand hoeing was a never-ending job assignment for the boys. The garden
including about an acre of watermelons and muskmelons. This was far more than
needed for family use. The boys could harvest and sell as many melons as they could
find a market for and keep the proceeds. There were still lots of leftover melons. Hogs
are fond of melons. They boys put the left-overs in a farm wagon and hauled them to
the hog yard. Then the fun started. They boys stood on top of the wagon and dropped
the melons on the ground as close as they could to the hog’s heads. When the melons
hit the ground they exploded like mini-bombs with pieces hitting the hog’s faces. The
hogs seemed to enjoy the treat and the sport as much as the boys did.
Sprawling lilac and honeysuckle bushes defined the entry of the farm driveway
from the country road. The scent from the bushes on spring days perfumed the area.
The driveway from the road to the farmyard was edged with old, lightning gnarled cedar
trees that looked like they were out of fairyland when laden with newly fallen snow. Mary
liked to take the children on walks down the driveway to admire their beauty.
Farm wagons were a marvel of simple, functional design. They are manufactured
mostly of wood with steel wear parts. The wagons evolved for hundreds of years to their
elegant design. The wood was kiln treated to dry it and to improve its strength. The box
on a wagon was designed not only to haul materials but also to measure what it hauled.
In the absence of farm scales, measuring was a useful feature. The wagon box was
three feet wide by three feet high by ten feet long. When full it contained 72 bushels of
grain. Each sideboard was edged on the top with thin steel strips to act as a protector
against banging by sharp scoop shovel edges. Steel rub plates were installed at points
where the wheels might rub the wooden boxes. The rear end gate was a clever
adjustable device to meter the flow of grain during unloading. The box parts were held
in place by a series of rods and chains. Features could be added to the wagons such as
brakes for use on hills and spring-loaded buckboard seats for comfort on long trips.
The wagon chassis – or running gears – were also made mostly of wood. The
wheels were rimmed with steel tires. The tires tended to work their way off the wheels
during dry hot weather so it was necessary to periodically drive the wagon into a pond
to soak and expand the wood. Every farm had a gallon can of thick axle grease for
lubricating of wagon axles. The grease was a “staple” which could also be used for
many other purposes such as spreading on horse’s legs to keep off the debilitating
hordes of flies in the summer. The wheels were a wagon’s Achilles heel. In paintings of
pioneering treks across the country to settle the west, a man is usually seen walking
beside the wagons. He is doing so to watch the wheels and call for maintenance stops if
the tires worked loose.
The last step of the manufacturing process for a wagon was painting it, including
brightly colored and artistic pin stripes and the maker’s logo - a leaping deer in the case
of John Deere. Farmers claim that they buy farm equipment for utility and function, but
manufacturers and salesmen know that pride of ownership is high on the unspoken
criteria list of buying decisions. Farmers who gather together improve their image if they

have high quality, attractive equipment. Any farmer with a new horse, tractor or major
implement is always the center of attraction.
The first new tractor on the Lyons farm was an International Harvester Farmall –
Model ”H”. It was purchased in 1942. Due to the war and the shortage of rubber and
batteries it was supplied with steel wheels and a crank for starting. It was an exciting
day when the new tractor, with its smell of new paint, was delivered. It was a special
treat for the boys to drive the new tractor around the farmyard. The tractor was virtually
indestructible. It is still on the farm after a restoration to its original condition. Perhaps
Pat looks at the obsolete tractor as Bill viewed his obsolete horses at an earlier time.
Before the new tractor arrived, power was supplied for “belt work” – grinding grain,
sawing wood and cutting silage – by a cumbersome, two cylinder, kerosene-fueled,
1918 Waterloo Boy tractor. The Waterloo Boy Company of Waterloo, IA was purchased
by John Deere in the early 1930’s and became its first entry into the tractor business.
A telephone was a luxury found in a few rural homes. The telephone was
contained in a wall mounted, breadbox sized oak box. On the front of the phone was a
mouthpiece and sloping wood surface for note writing. On one side was a hook for the
receiver. On the other side was a crank for ringing the operator. Rural telephones were
on party lines with about 10 people sharing a line. Each household had a unique call
code to distinguish its calls from the others on the party line. The call code for the
Lyons household was two long rings. None of the family would ever forget their
childhood telephone number - 18F20.
It was never wise to say anything on the telephone that was not acceptable as
general information because all members of the party line could “rubber” (eavesdrop) on
any conversation. All calls outside the party line area were made by ringing the
operator, commonly called “central”, who made the proper connections by plugging
wires into the appropriate receptacle. In case of emergencies, such as accidents, fires
or tornadoes, a general ring could be made by anyone. A general ring was ten short
rings. In smaller rural communities the telephone operator knew everyone’s voice and
memorized everyone’s number so when the she was called to make a connection it was
only necessary to say something like “Good morning Bessie. Connect me to Ernie”.
Sometimes the operator worked at home through a switchboard in the corner of her
kitchen.
The neighbors who did not have telephones borrowed the use of the Lyons
telephone for emergencies such as calling the veterinarian or the doctor. If a neighbor
drove into the farmyard at high speed and skidded to a stop, a path was made for him to
the telephone because it was obvious that an emergency existed. Occasionally, a
young neighbor used the telephone for the non-emergency purpose of calling a girl for a
date to a high school dance. In some remote rural areas the barbed wire fences served
as the telephone wire. The reliability of the barbed wire fences for conducting telephone
signals was “shaky” when they were covered with snow or Russian thistles.
Cottonwood logs were often the source of lumber even though cottonwood was
regarded a “junk tree”. If it was dried properly and not used in applications where it
could become wet, it provided strong and long lived lumber. The structural wood in
many of the Lyons farm buildings was cottonwood. A neighbor operated a sawmill and
had the required equipment for cutting trees, hauling them to his mill, sawing them and
returning the green (wet) lumber. It was then stacked with air circulation spacers in a

lumber shed until it was dry enough to use. The neighbor with the sawmill was also a
farmer who sawed wood as a sideline to his regular farm work.
Russian thistles are impervious to droughts – in fact they thrive in dry, hot weather.
They grow into four-foot diameter round balls. In the fall they break off and roll for miles
in the wind. When the thistles hit an obstacle such as a fence they pile up in massive
mounds until they are disposed of by burning. They burn vigorously – including the
surrounding fence posts. If Bill found his fence posts burned due to improper vigilance
during thistle burning there was “Hell to pay.”
Bill detested the creeping jenny weed. It infested fields with its low, white flowering
vine. Bill waged a continuous, but hopeless, battle to eradicate it. It could not be
destroyed until the advent of chemical weed killers.
Rolie, a more or less shepherd type of dog, came to the Lyons farm as a pup and
stayed for 15 years. He developed into the quintessential farm and family dog. He had
a first class dog intellect, good judgment and a sense of humor. He could herd animals
with a minimum of instructions and the utmost efficiency, guard the farm from intruders,
and play with the Lyons children. Rolie was an “outside” dog. He did not like the
confinement and heat inside the house. With the exception of occasional table scraps
he shifted for food for himself. He slept at night on a pile of straw or corncobs. In cold
weather he burrowed under something for a little extra heat. He was extremely
protective of the children, the resident pets and the farm animals. Rolie took
responsibility and clearly understood his role on the farm. The children always treated
him with dignity. He never was teased or had tricks played on him as some of the other
animals did. He earned and received the children’s respect.
Rolie’s behavior was not, however, always exemplary. In spring the river waters
receded and left fish to die in shallow puddles under the warm sun. Rolie loved to roll in
the rotting fish and then come home to display his new fragrance. He gave full
understanding to the line from a country song, “Dead skunk in the middle of the road
stinking to high heaven!” He found it hard to understand his persona non-grata status
for the next few days. Rolie was deathly afraid of thunder and if he was in an enclosed
area during a storm he would chew a hole through any door with warp speed. Rolie
lived to an old age and finally deteriorated to the point that he needed to be put down.
No one in the family had the will to do it so Francis and Gene took him to a neighbor
who dispatched him into the next world with an efficient shotgun blast. It was a sad day.
Other dogs succeeded Rolie but none replaced him. There would never be another
Rolie.
The farm was home for innumerable pets including a pigeon named “Happy”.
Happy resided under the kitchen stove on newspapers. When he wanted to go out of
the house he simply perched on the shoulder of the next person going out and flew
away after he was transported out the door. He returned to the house by reversing the
process. When he was safely back inside the house he flew to the floor and walked to
his home on the newspaper under the stove. The day Happy died was a day of grieving
in the Lyons house.
During World War II a pet Hampshire pig was christened Douglas McArthur (the
U.S. commanding general for war in the Pacific), in a moment of unrestrained patriotic
zeal. Pigs make affectionate pets. A series of cages contained other pets such as
rabbits, a skunk, chickens and ducks. A fastidious neighbor asked Mary why she put up

with all of the pets. Mary was outraged at the remark because to her there could never
be too many pets. Somehow it did not seem incompatible that a few of the edible pets
such as the pig would end up being shipped to the livestock markets upon maturity.
Their exact fate was well understood but it was never discussed.
Hogs are smart. Once when Francis was a boy he tried to place slop (wet
fermented grain) into hog feeding troughs with a bucket. He was bowled over for his
efforts by the ravenous hogs. He then led the hogs into an adjacent pen with an empty
bucket for bait and ran back to shut the gate to the feeding pen so he could fill the
troughs in peace. This tactic worked well so he tried it again the next day. The hogs
hedged their bets by half following him to the adjacent pen and half remained in the
feeding pen.
Like most farm children the Lyons children learned early in life all of the details of
the reproduction processes of animals. They learned in the same matter of fact way that
they learned about planting crops, building fences and tending the horses. One of their
farm chores was to witness animal matings and make notes for Bill so he could enter
the information in his ubiquitous pocket notebook that he carried in his overalls along
with his bullet capped pencil, jackknife, and pliers. The breeding records were needed
so the animals and confinement pens could be prepared for future births based on the
known gestation period of the animals.
The only acceptable words used on the farm to discuss the reproductive processes
of animals were those found in animal husbandry textbooks – words such as “covering”
(for horses), “being bred” and ”servicing”. The commonly used vulgar sexual words that
might be heard in boys’ locker rooms were never used in the barnyard. As the boys
reached the age of their own sexual development and curiosity it was a very easy and
simple for them to understand that it was only logical that human must utilize similar
processes to the animals. Lessons on the birds and bees were unnecessary.
Bill maintained a small dairy herd of four or five cows to provide the family milk
needs. It was not economical to own a bull for so few cows so he utilized the “services”
of a neighbor’s bull. Once Francis was given the task of taking a cow in heat to the
pasture where the bull presided. He tied the cow to the drawbar of a small tractor to
lead her on the half-mile trip. The cow wondered off the road to graze on a morsel in
the ditch, wound the rope around the tractor wheel and started to choke before Francis
noticed her predicament. With fear as to how he would explain his careless
stewardship of the cow to Bill when he returned home, Francis extricated the cow and
went on his errand. The cow apparently felt that the purpose of the visit was more
urgent than concern about her near fatal choking. The liaison with the bull was
satisfactorily completed. When Francis returned home with the cow he could not see
any neck rope burns on her neck. So when he reported on the success of the trip to
Bill, and with the knowledge that the cow would not talk, he saw no reason to report on
his carelessness and the resulting choking incident.
Snakes were prevalent on the farm – mostly small garter snakes and six-foot long
bull snakes. Bull snakes are argumentative and capable in combat when threatened.
They are fast and can strike up to the distance of their body length. Rolie provided most
of the threatening. He loved a prolonged bull snake fight. In the beginning of the combat
it was an even match. For each lunge and shaking bite by Rolie the snake got in several
bites. Rolie could bite deeper so eventually the snake started to lose. Finally Rolie

would give a prolonged bone-cracking shake and the fight would end. Rolie would go off
victoriously to a cool place to rest and start the bite healing process. The dead snake
would continue to twitch until sundown.
Bill had studied enough geometry in school that he could calculate volumes and
areas. Neighbors who were less educated would occasionally come to him for his help
in estimating the volume of haystacks or bins of grain or the area of land. He made the
calculations in the small notebook, which he always carried with him.
Farmers know a lot of “tricks” about how to easily and simply solve problems.
When hay is stacked, the stems overlap and are hard to separate from each other. A
farmer bought half a haystack from Bill. He needed to cut it in two for delivery. To saw it
in two with a hay cutting saw would have taken hours of hard labor. Bill devised an
easier solution. He rolled out a coil of barbed wire and looped it over the haystack. Then
he hitched horses to the ends of the wire and drew it back and forth a couple of times
across the haystack. The wire, with its razor sharp barbs, cut the stack in two as neatly
as a serrated knife cuts a loaf of bread.
During a hot dry spell, the tomatoes, melon and cucumber vines in the garden
were in dire need of water. It was a prohibitive task to carry enough water to wet the
surface of the garden. Bill directed the boys to dig postholes by each plant and pour part
of a bucket of water in the holes every several days. The plants thrived with a minimum
of water carrying. The boys were impressed with Bill’s simple solution to the garden
irrigation problem.
The first exposure to death for the older children was because of a farm accident.
A six-year-old neighbor boy was with his father in a field in the spring while his father
burned the previous year’s crop residue. The boy caught on fire and burned to death.
The Lyons boys were not only exposed to death for the first time but to the raw, terrible
grief of the dead boy’s parents. The boy’s father tried to jump into the grave sobbing, “I
want to go with Billie!” Bill Lyons lent $35 to Billie’s father to help pay the burial costs.
One of the neighbors was a little different from the others. He owned a farm and
lived in Appalachian-like domestic disorder with his large family. His house and
farmyard were strewn with various equipment - bought at auctions - which would
seldom be used. He was a witty fellow who was always a welcome visitor. He seemed
to have a ready money source other than from his poorly managed farm. Local
“wisdom” was that he had learned to capitalize on the inadequately enforced Volstead
Act (alcohol prohibition law). The “local wisdom” was confirmed when the neighbor
stopped to watch the construction of Bill’s new silo as it reached its maximum height. He
cocked his head to see the top and said “Bill, that thing could hold a lot of mash.” He
took winter vacations in Texas and drove enormous cars. One day he came to see Bill
with a trailer filled with sacks of edible white beans from his garden. He wanted to run
them through Bill’s fanning mill, a hand-cranked machine of sieves and fans that
removed the dirt and leaves. He looked at the beans and said to his son, “Bennie, pick
out them brown ones. Them ain’t beans – them’s rat turds.” Nevertheless, he took the
white beans home to store in his kitchen larder for winter use. The Lyons children never
tired of telling the story of the “brown beans.”
The same neighbor met an unfortunate end. Wells and cisterns are dangerous due
the accumulation of poisonous heavier-than-air gases. His grandson entered a well and
was overcome from gases. He jumped in to rescue him and died from gas inhalation.

The old safety rule about lowering caged canaries into wells to test for gases before
entering was more carefully heeded after this tragic incident.
When farms are seen today with their costly, behemoth farm equipment; 18-wheel
grain hauling trucks; fenceless fields that seem as big as counties; balance sheets that
look like they are for large corporations; genetically derived crops and animals; and
satellite controlled processes, it is hard to believe that families lived and thrived on the
smaller farms of earlier days. “Agribusiness” and “factory farm” are more appropriate
terms for describing successful farms of today. Large scale farming and hard-nosed
efficiency are necessary for competitiveness, however, in moments of reflection, many
turn their memories back on the more human size and story book quality of farms of the
past.
By almost any means of measurement – product prices, weather, harmful insects,
markets – the agricultural industry is notorious for its wide swinging variables. For
generations, farmers, government and scientists have tried price supports; soil banks
(unplanted land); livestock slaughter programs; famine relief; poverty relief; low interest
loans; fuel alternatives; grain storage schemes; and food import tariffs. But none has
provided a long-term solution. A major conflict for the agricultural industry is that as the
population grows and consumes more food, scientists develop increased crop and
animal yields at an even faster rate. All solutions, that at first appear so logical, end up
like a chapter out of Alice in Wonderland. Nothing is as it seems to be!
A couple of stories humorously demonstrate the agricultural price dilemma when
prices were at the bottom of the cycle. A farmer shipped his sheep to market. The
commission man who handled the sale wrote to the farmer, “Price of sheep not enough
to cover sales commission. Send check for balance due. ”The farmer replied, “Have no
money. Will send more sheep.”
Another farmer was asked what price he was receiving for his corn. He replied,
”Three cents a bushel for shelled corn – but if it’s still on the cob, I get five cents less.”
Bill’s feelings for farm animals and crops were deeply woven into his nature. He
seemed to individually know every one of his animals and every square yard of his land.
After they evening chores were completed, he would often stare, with his arms akimbo,
for a long time over his cattle feed lots. They next day he might tell the boys to give
special attention to an individual animal that was lame or was off-feed the night before.
Even after working all day in the fields he might drive out in the late evening to look at
them again. It was as if he affirmed his well being by communing with the animals and
crops.
The Lyons farm would remain the “north arrow” in life for all of the family. As long
as Bill and Mary lived there, it was the place where everyone reported in with any news
of personal achievements or triumphs or calamities. It was the clearinghouse for all
personal and family news. It was the place where calls were made or letters written to
report on safe arrivals after trips. If difficulties arose, it was the place to find a
sympathetic and non-judgmental ear. Bill and Mary could always be counted on to
share in good news and to provide solace in times of stress or difficulties. It was a place
where someone cared and was interested. It would always remain home even though
the children would follow multiple paths to many other destinations.
The farm continues to remain home for all members of the family even after Pat
and his wife, Pearl, took over the ownership after Bill’s death in 1960. Even though the

equity in the farm passed to them, the other Lyons children still have full visiting and
access rights. A letter or phone call that someone is coming home or even an
unexpected knock on the door always opens the flood gates of hospitality and welcome.
All of the children can continue to comfortably bed down in their old rooms and sit at the
dinner table as if the clock has stopped at a time of long ago. Reminiscences and old
stories are indulged without limit over an evening drink of whisky and coke – or
whatever favorite drink the visitors has gravitated to after exposure to the drinking tastes
of the outside word. The evening drinks are still called ”hi-balls”. The visitors can
participate in the ongoing activities of the farm or stand by as kibitzers. Drones are as
welcome as worker bees. By the time the visitors leave, they are well-informed on the
livestock and crop market conditions, the recent rainfalls, the peccadilloes of the current
hired hands and which fields the cattle and hogs escaped from just as the family was
departing for an important event. All animal breakouts followed Murphy’s Law – “If
something bad can happen, it will happen and at the worst possible time”. All of the
normal formalities associated with being a guest in a home are dispensed with on the
farm. If a family member arrives for a farm visit with his emotional engine running rough
or misfiring from his or her stressful life elsewhere, they will be re-balanced, re-tuned,
and refreshed when they leave.
In moments of romantic nostalgia; the family, the farm, the fields, the house, the
land, the sky, the crops, the weather, the animals, the rivers, the community, and the
roads seem to become integrated into a sovereign principality with citizenship granted
only to those few who had the experience of living there together so long ago.
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CHAPTER TEN

FAMILY SOCIAL LIFE

OME of the Donohoes were frequently guests at the Lyons Sunday dinner table.
Everyone dressed in “Sunday best” for such occasions - the adult men in their dark
blue suits with white shirts and ties and the ladies in their good dresses. In the summer
the men wore straw hats.
The children also wore their best clothes with their hair freshly slicked down with
water and possibly hair oil. Those with waves, curls or cowlicks got an extra dollop of
hair oil. One of the better known brands was “Brilliantine”. If used in quantity, it made
the hair look like patent leather. It could attract halos of gnats due to its pungent aroma.
The older children were often outfitted in woolen knickers. This presented the
challenge of properly tucking long stockings under the elastic leg bands so they did not
sag. By the time the younger children came on the scene the dreaded knickers had
given way to long trousers.
The clothing worn to Sunday dinner was usually the same as had been worn
earlier in the day to mid-morning Mass. Francis remembers frequently wearing a
favorite tan shirt with horse heads embroidered on the collar and pocket.
When company was expected or before arriving at a trip destination the children
always received a face inspection for identifying any errant smudges. If found, they
were vigorously laundered away with Mary’s saliva-moistened handkerchief. Resistance
to this painful and distasteful cleansing process was to no avail.
When the Donohoe grandparents came for dinner, Grandma immediately went to
the kitchen to offer Mary meal preparation assistance. Grandpa and Bill went to the
living room and had a single generously poured, ceremonial glass of whiskey.
Sometimes Mary had a drink with them, often mixed with a soft drink.
Occasionally the Donohoe grandparents invited all of their children, their spouses
and grandchildren for Sunday dinner at their house. If any of the grandchildren had
entertainment talent they were expected to perform after dinner. Uncle Will’s daughter
Mary (and yet another Mary creeps into our narrative!) was a talented singer. One of her
best songs was “Blue Birds Over the White Cliffs of Dover”, a popular song during
World War II with so many U.S. troops in England. Many years later Frank crossed the
English Channel from Dover, England to Calais, France with his daughter, Kathy, and
recalled Mary’s singing of the song. He tried to sing part of it in Kathy’s ear. She
requested that he desist because the squawking sea gulls provided her more pleasure
(The nerve of her!) The younger, musically inclined Lyons children were also expected
to perform. On the 50th wedding anniversary of the Donohoe grandparents Jacky,
Tommy, Bobby and Betty played and sang “Silver Threads Among the Gold”. Grandma
quietly wept through the performance.
On one occasion Grandpa Donohoe took the entire family to a breakfast at the
Charles Gurney Hotel in Yankton. It was quite a treat and a surprise because eating
outside the home was an unheard of extravagance. Breakfast cost a thirty cents per
eater.
In the summer, family picnics were often substituted for Sunday dinners. They
were usually set up in the farmyards or a park. In spite of protective cloth meshing over
the food, hoards of flies visited the food tables from their homes in the barnyards. The
flies were tenacious and competitive food eaters. Wonderful food was served such as
fried chicken, ham, corn on the cob, potato salad, Jell-O, lemonade and homemade ice
cream. There were no serving limits. The boys would stuff themselves with food until
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they felt like Mark Twain’s Celebrated Jumping Frog of Caleveras County just after he
ate the tablespoon of buckshot that disqualified him from the jumping competition.
On the Fourth of July, there was always a special picnic with fireworks and red,
white and blue trimming. The Lyons boys found a “worse for wear” American flag tucked
away in a niche in the “old house” and hung it from a tree. The flag was so old that it
was half a dozen stars short of the forty-eight that were proper at the time. The red
stripes were faded to dingy orange, the white to dirty gray, and the blue to the color of
washed out denims. The edge of the flag was tattered and frayed and cut off so its
original rectangular shape was now square. The flag served its purpose of symbolizing
the patriotic holiday even if it showed only pitiful vestiges of its former glory and
elegance.
The Lyons relatives visited less frequently than the Donohoes due to living a
greater distance away. When they did come they sometimes stayed over night. The
children always especially welcomed Uncle Bob, a farmer from Wagner. He had a great
sense of humor and the ability to scale his conversation and actions to the age level of
the children. Uncle Jerry, a dentist from Omaha, was another favorite. He was an
affable, easy-going man. The boys were especially attracted to his beautiful daughter,
Rosemary. She seemed so sophisticated and “big city”. She acted interested in
everything on the farm. This was quite unbelievable to the boys because they knew her
life in the city must be a constant round of exciting social affairs compared to their drab
life on the farm.
Relatives and close friends who lived far away would arrive, usually unannounced,
for supper and a night’s lodging. These visits were often in connection with business
trips. With the large Lyons family, extra beds were limited so it was not uncommon for
the boys to awaken in the morning with a strange adult in bed with them after the late
arrival of an uncle. When overnight visitors came, sleep was abbreviated. Bill and the
male visitors usually sat at the kitchen table far into the night telling stories, sharing
information and finishing off an open bottle of whiskey. The whiskey was not consumed
in excess but to the extent necessary to maintain limberness for conversations. Mary
usually reached her saturation point on the conversations early and went to bed several
hours before Bill and the visitor.
One visitor, Charlie Carrol, who was in the livestock commission business regularly
stopped at the farm for the night. Livestock commission businesses operate in cities
with large meat packing plants. Their business is to receive livestock in their boardfenced pens, show the livestock to roving buyers from the meat packing plants and
inveigle the highest price for their client’s livestock. For this service they receive a
commission payment from the clients. Charlie was a consummate storyteller and an
unparalleled observer of humane behavior. He always brought a fresh pint bottle of
whiskey that he and Bill consumed during the evening. Mary filled the empty bottle with
cold coffee the next morning for Charlie’s consumption as he called on his rural clients
during the day. Charlie then returned the second night on his way home and told Bill
what he had observed and heard during his rounds for the day. Actually nothing
noteworthy ever happened but he could tell a hilarious yarn about even the dullest
client, his wife, his animals and the condition of his farm. If a client had a special
eccentricity, Charlie could devote most of the evening to it. He could create comical
word masterpieces out of mundane farm scenes as deftly as Michelangelo could create

marble masterpieces out of undistinguished Carerra marble. Charlie lived only an hour
away from the farm in Sioux City, Iowa so it appeared that staying for another night of
yarn telling, and whiskey drinking with Bill was preferable to a night at home – or maybe
he just liked a rapt audience.
Other frequent and welcome weekend guests were the voluble Kennedy’s, Ray
and Gen and their daughter, Gloria. Gen was Mary’s closest childhood friend. They fully
and enthusiastically participated in all of the farm and family activities and acted if it was
the biggest treat in their lives.
When the children reached high school age, They often held hayride parties on the
farm. The town children usually did not have much access to farms so the parties were
often built around farm activities. A hayrack was partially filled with hay or straw to
provide a place for the party attendees to sit in comfort. The hayrack was drawn by a
tractor around the farm and on the gravel roads of the neighborhood. A lot of
handholding, laughter and sometimes a little forbidden beer consumption occurred.
After the hay rides, Bill and Mary invited the guests into the house for a “feed” of
“taverns” (barbecued, ground meat and spices served on buns) and cocoa.
Another party activity in the fall was watermelon picking and eating. There was
much talk of lacing the melons with gin or vodka but it was seldom actually done. There
was a popular belief that the melons tasted better if they were stolen from the fields.
Sometimes the party guests were convinced that the Lyons melon patch really belonged
to a neighbor and the melons were being stolen. Frank’s late wife, Rita, visited a farm
friend for a weekend when she was away at college. The friend had several brothers.
They went out “water melon stealing” by a circuitous route and returned to the their own
melon field. The brothers waited in the adjacent cornfield and blasted in the air with
shotguns to “scare away the thieves” as Rita ran terrified out of the field.
Bill and Mary, who enjoyed the company of young people, always participated in
the parties. They never denied the use of the farm for parties even though they might be
tired from their day’s work. The parties were sometimes announced a few hours ahead
of time. In spite of the short notice, food and drink was always made available.
On several occasions the Lyons family held reunions on the farm. Typically, 125
people attended. Bill borrowed new planks from the lumberyard and placed them on
bails of hay to provide seating under the enormous cottonwood trees in the farmyard.
Each guest brought food and ample quantities of an “appropriate beverage”.
Alcoholic was seldom consumed in excess at the reunions, however, a few guests
did overindulge. One of them incurred Mary’s wrath when he unceremoniously
discharged his meal and drinks in one of her flowerpots. The memory of this incident
lasted forever and forgiveness was long in coming.
At reunions, guests sang, recited and told stories. A good storyteller or singer was
held in high esteem. One of the poetically inclined cousins, Florence (Finley) Kolbach
could always be counted on for a poem tailored for the occasion. Following is an
excerpt from one of her family reunion poems:
Winter passed, the seasons fairly flew,
Alfalfa baled, corn laid by (final cultivation), we were
the first thing we knew,
The day of the reunion was here,

combining (harvesting) and

The one we had looked forward to for almost a year.
The road that leads to Yankton is a truly lovely drive,
I think we were the last to arrive.
The yard was lined with cars, clear down to the barn,
We knew the Roaring Lyons had taken over Bill Lyons lovely farm.
Needless to say, the next hour was happily spent,
With wonderful food, visiting and joyful merriment.
Then we took a walk down the shady lane, arm in arm
Until we came to a little schoolhouse on the corner of the farm.
It brought back memories, of childhood days of yore,
We were too many and some stood in the door.
They put the desks close together, where we used to sit with ease,
Some of couldn’t make it, and others had to squeeze”.
At another reunion Florence wrote:
We drank a toast to all of the Lyons throughout the whole wide nation.
And dedicated the program to our late generation.
Our family story was read, Marcella sang a song in her Irish way,
And Eugene Kolbach filled in the story by singing “Galway Bay”
And say, have you ever heard the like of Bill Lyons’ family band?
First they played classical music, their dance music filled the air.
Then Hooley and Ruth danced around like
Ginger Rogers and Fred
Astaire.
Bill Lyons and Nell Maitland also took the floor,
And the light fantastic was tripped by Brick Coughlin and Gerry Sporrer
Florence also wrote the entire history of the Lyons family, starting in 1819, in
poetry.
The reunions had the spirit of an Irish fair. They provided merriment to all age
groups. They brought nostalgia to the elders. They taught history to the younger folks.
Many were surprised that their parents could ”kick up their heels” and have so much
fun.

CHAPTER ELEVEN

CATHOLICISM
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HE Catholic Church provided many of the people of Ireland with a rallying point and
a forum for resistance during the 800 years of unwelcome presence by the British.
In addition to its political purposes, the Catholic Church also fulfilled the spiritual needs
of a high percentage of the people of Ireland. During the lives of Bill and Mary, they still
practiced Catholicism in America with the same zeal and fervor as their grandparents
practiced it when they departed from Ireland two generations previously.
For Bill and Mary ,Catholicism was a deep faith. It was integrated into the fabric of
their daily lives. They practiced the rituals of the faith and tried to live according to its
tenets. They placed a strong emphasis on the “faith” element of Catholicism. They

focused on prayer books, the rosary, prayers and the Mass. They did not seriously read
the bible or other religious literature or delve into the intellectual aspects of the faith.
When issues arose related to morality, human relationships and basic values, Bill and
Mary never equivocated. They derived their responses from their faith, their heritage
and their instinct.
Their Catholicism was substantially based on the traditions of their families and
their nationality. They seldom challenged any aspect of the faith. They accepted it as it
was somewhat simplistically espoused by the priests and nuns with whom they
associated. They did not talk to anyone about their faith who might discuss it in any
depth or dispute any element of it. As the children grew older and had occasion to
discuss the history and logic of the faith they usually did not do so with Bill and Mary.
Bill, especially, would be disturbed and would consider any challenging religious
discussion a potential breach of the faith. As the children left home to go away to
school or the military service Bill’s simple advice on Catholicism was, “Don’t let anyone
ever talk you out of it!”
Bill doffed his hat and made the sign of the cross as a sign of respect and
reverence each time he drove past a Catholic Church. He always wore a cloth “Sacred
Heart Badge” pinned to his underwear with a safety pin. It was faded from repeated
laundering. For him Catholicism was a deeply ingrained faith that did not need to be
justified by intellectual disputation, exercises in logic and analysis. When Bill died,
Francis acquired his prayer book that he had read at Mass and each evening before he
went to bed. The pages were dark at the edges and soaked with oil from his fingers.
Whenever possible Mary attended novenas, rosary recitations and other special
religious observations at church. These services were open to everyone but women
more often frequented them. In later years after Mary left the farm, she and Ann
Donohoe attended daily Mass together until their deaths.
During Lent the Lyons family recited the rosary each evening on their knees in the
living room. The children each led a decade (ten Hail Mary’s). It was expected that the
children would call a truce on their normal competitive elbowing, punching and
bantering during the recitation of the rosary. The degree of success was directly
proportional to Bill and Mary’s line of vision. For the duration of Lent each child was
expected to make a personal sacrifice such as refraining from eating a favorite food or
discontinuing listening to a special radio program. For adults Lent was a time to give up
smoking, dancing, or the consumption of alcohol.
Bill and Mary considered profanity to be irreligious. They seldom swore. In extreme
exasperation a “damn” or “hell” occasionally escaped. The grandparents also went light
on the use of strong expletives. Grandpa Donohoe on rare occasions and under
extreme provocation said, “Jerusalem” (pronounced “GEE-roos-alem”) which seemed
to be his only “swear word”.
The children were expected to follow the lead of Bill and Mary in kneeling beside
their beds each evening to recite their prayers. They usually recited the “Hail Mary,” the
“Our Father” and the “Apostle’s Creed” with additional time devoted to private intentions.
When it was extremely cold in winter, prayers were recited under the bed covers. In
most cases sleep arrived before the completion of the last prayer.
Although Catholicism was the bedrock of Bill’s and Mary’s lives they never allowed
it to become a cloud over them or a restriction to joyous living.

First Communion, at the age of seven, was a special event and a personal
celebration for the communicant. It meant a double-breasted white suit for the boys with
a white prayer book to hold in their hands during picture taking. The girls wore white
dresses with veils and a crown of freshly picked, white, bridal wreath flowers. The boy’s
white suit was handed down five times by the time of the last family celebration of First
Communion. First Communion called for lots of picture taking with the celebrant, Bill
and Mary and the Donohoe grandparents. At Sunday dinner on the day of the First
Communion, the communicant received special recognition. One of the big “rewards”
was a five-dollar bill from Grandpa Donohoe. At that time $5.00 seemed to be a
personal fortune - almost beyond imagination. When Francis received his $5.00 he did
an arithmetic calculation. He estimated that if each of the seven children received $5.00
from Grandpa, it would amount to the almost incomprehensible sum of $35.00. He
concluded that his grandfather was a rich and generous man.
Catholic religious instructions for the “big kids” consisted of a one-hour, 2:00 to
3:00 P.M., catechism class on Saturday afternoons at the Sacred Heart Parochial
School – with time off for summer. The nuns who taught school during the week at the
parochial school ”administered” the Saturday classes. The Catholic children from farms
and the public town schools attended. Most of the teaching focused on rote learning
from a pamphlet entitled “The Baltimore Catechism.” It seemed that a reward must have
been offered for teaching dullness. The nuns gave the impression that they wanted the
classes to end as soon as possible so they could resume other more rewarding
activities.
The children also wished the Catechism classes would end as soon as possible so
they could walk three blocks to the “dime stores”, Woolworth, Kresge and Newberry, on
nearby main street, to spend their weekly dime allowances. After long and careful
consideration, a model airplane or other toy was selected. Later in life when the children
grew up and purchased cars, houses and businesses their deliberations would be no
more serious and pleasurable than they were at these times. Then there was the eightblock walk to the Donohoe grandparent’s spacious brown, shingle and brick house at
1103 Douglas Avenue.
Upon arrival, Grandpa ceremoniously offered each child a piece of round mint
candy from a white paper bag as he sat in his enormous black leather rocking chair by
the fireplace in his den. His den was also called “Pa’s room.” Grandma served fresh
homemade bread or rolls. Her bread was good enough to induce anticipatory salivating
as soon as her doorbell was rung. In winter months, the children took their weekly baths
at Grandma’s house. A bath was more convenient at the Donohoe house than at the
farm because of the adequate availability of electricity and hot running water. By the
time the baths were completed, Mary would have concluded her weekly shopping and
come for a short visit with her parents before the trip home to the farm and the evening
chores. Visits to the Donohoe grandparent’s house could always be counted on for an
enthusiastic reception and an unvarying, pleasant routine. They were an oasis of
kindness and a harbor of comfort.
Bill and Mary maintained close contact with the Benedictine nuns in the Yankton
Convent of the Sacred Heart. Five hundred nuns resided at the convent during the
summer when they were all home from their teaching posts at various remote locations.

They operated a hospital, farm, high ,college, novitiate (for training new nuns) and
numerous elementary schools.
During the depth of the depression, when Bill and Mary did not have the cash to
pay their hospital bills, they compensated by providing the convent with fruit from the
farm orchards. Bill marveled that the sisters even picked up the rotten windfall apples to
use for making their own vinegar. Some of the sisters came from frugal circumstances
in their childhood homes in Switzerland where they learned to be self-sufficient.
Sometimes a tractor mounted hay loader was used to raise the sisters so they could
pick the prime fruit higher up on the trees. Tommy operated the loader’s hydraulic
controls. He mistakenly pulled a lever that dumped them on the ground. One of them
suffered a broken leg.
Sister Flavia, who was the Director of the hospital, and Bill organized the fruit
gathering activities. To the sisters, who seldom had an outing, it was a lark for them to
come to the farm. In the late summer they concluded their visits with a watermelon
served around the big table on the summer porch. Bill and Mary seemed to believe that
their home had been blessed by the presence of the “holy sisters”.
Mother Jerome Schmidt was the multi-talented head of the large, complex
Benedictine establishment. Her name was always spoken with a note of reverence. To
the Yankton business community, the Benedictine operations were recognized as the
“biggest business in town”. There always seemed to be a significant, job-creating
construction project underway for one of the Benedictine operations.
The Benedictine facilities were located on a hill at the west edge of Yankton. The
hill was the dominant vantage point of the town. The view from the upper floors of the
hospital across the wide, sand bar clogged, Missouri River to the white bluffs of
Nebraska was awesome. It was hard to imagine that Lewis and Clark poled and tugged
their boats past this point on their odyssey to the Columbia River and then on to the
Pacific Ocean more than a hundred years previously.
Bill and Mary had the conviction that a nun or priest in the family would be a
crowning achievement. This was a typical Irish viewpoint. A family clergy member
would confer honor and respect on the family. In Ireland entering the clergy was almost
the only way that a child could receive an education. The priest was normally the only
person in the community who was literate. For this reason the priest filled the position of
neighborhood scribe and intellectual as well as spiritual advisor. When early immigrants
to America had news to convey to their parents who stayed behind in Ireland they would
say, “I will have my priest write to my parent’s priest”.
After their high school days, Bob and Betty both decided that they had the calling
to enter the Benedictine Order. A genuine religious fervor and a belief in Catholicism
drove their calling - but the decision was made easier due their Irish traditions. Details
on Bob and Betty’s religious life are covered in the chapter entitled “The Twins”.
Catholicism filled the spiritual needs of Bill and Mary. Their faith gave them
answers for difficult questions that to many others might have required more
substantive, intellectual answers. It brought comfort and a feeling of well- being to them
similar to that provided by their mother’s arms in their youths. When they left this world,
they did so in peace and with confidence that the next world awaited them with its
reward of happiness, eternal reunion with their departed loved ones and introduction
into the presence of the Lord.

Sacred Heart Church in Yankton

Circa 1940

CHAPTER TWELVE

EDUCATION

E

DUCATION was a keystone of Bill and Mary’s, life. They subscribed to the words of
John Quincy Adams, “To furnish the means of acquiring knowledge is the greatest
benefit that can be conferred upon mankind. It prolongs life itself and enlarges the
sphere of existence.”
When the Lyons and Donohoe families finally recovered from the “ships fever”
sickness, witnessing friend’s deaths, and shock from their tempestuous ocean crossings
from Ireland, they quickly passed through the American port-of-entry cities and started
moving west where society was more tolerant of people’s national and religious origins.
The families were well aware of how Irish immigrants often settled into the squalor of
the big city “Irish ghettos”, entered a pattern of menial labor, and stood on the bottom
rung of the social and economic ladder. Many of the Irish came off the boats illiterate
and without skilled trades, so upward economic and social mobility was difficult and
slow.
One of the few ways for the Irish in America to achieve serious self-improvement
and entry into skilled trades, the professions, politics and business was through
education. In Ireland the monasteries had been the only route to education for the poor
and dispossessed. The first generation of the Donohoe and Lyons families in America
were able to attend the universally available elementary schools, become literate and in
many cases become well-informed through continued self-study.
The Irish, especially of the second generation, also found that with application,
discipline, perseverance and hard work the doors to a university level education were
also open to them. A few grasped the newfound educational opportunities.
Unfortunately others stayed too long with their old patterns of living that evolved in the
big city Irish ghettos – working as hod carriers, living in squalor, neglecting their
families, drinking excessively and willfully remaining ignorant and cynical. They had
been treated so badly in Ireland for so long, they were like dogs that were kicked around
until they believed they deserved continued abuse and maltreatment that could only be
endured by their decadent behavior.
Mary, a member of the second generation, was educated beyond the norm of the
times. The general public viewpoint of women’s education had not advanced beyond
the eighteenth century when Abigail Adams, wife of the second U.S. President and
mother of the sixth, said, “I regret the trifling, narrow, contracted education of the
females of my own country.” Mary earned a B. A. degree in 1920 from Yankton College,
a liberal Arts College affiliated with the Congregational Church. She majored in
education and English. She also studied German. At that time teaching and nursing
were about the only professional avenues open for women. Mary’s parents believed that

their daughters deserved the same educational opportunities as their sons. This was
very advanced thinking for the times. Grandpa Donohoe had a rudimentary elementary
education but he enhanced it as a young married man by investing in a set of
encyclopedias that he read in bed with the light from a candle.
Bill attended country schools through the eighth grade. It was normal for rural
children to attend school from the late fall until early spring during the period when farm
crops did not need tending. At that time high schools were rare in rural communities.
Some larger towns had private “academies” that served the role of high schools and
college preparatory schools. Bill attended Creighton Academy in Omaha, Nebraska
and Columbus College (now defunct) in Sioux Falls, South Dakota each for one season.
Throughout his life, Bill felt a personal deficiency due to his incomplete education and
his occasional grammatical slips. Bill’s mother, Catherine (Crossgrove) Lyons, had been
a teacher as a young woman and was an incessant book reader. She instilled in Bill the
value of education and study. The “old timers” said that as a young woman she could be
seen stirring the food on the stove while she held a child on her hip and a book in her
hand.
No matter how urgent the need for farm hands, Bill did not ask his children to stay
home from school to work. Francis remembers one occasion when Bill asked him to
skip a day of school because a silo-filling crewmember failed to show up for work. He
remembers the incident because of the discomfort of his father as he explained the
urgency of the work and the promise that it would not happen again. It was the first time
in Francis’ life that his father did not simply give him a decisive work order.
One of the defining landmarks and focal points in the community surrounding Bill
and Mary’s farm was the one-room country school - Willowdale, District Number 3. The
school was named due to the abundance of willow trees on the site. It stood a stone’s
throw from the Lyons farmhouse on a one-acre plot of land cut out of the farm. It was
founded in 1873 on an adjacent farm and later moved to its current location. It
functioned continuously as a school until 1969. Two outdoor toilets, one for the boys
and one for the girls, and a hand operated pump in the school vestibule served the
personal needs of the teacher and children. A barn behind the school sheltered the
horses of the teacher and students who came from a distance.
A narrow hall in the rear of the single-room schoolhouse served as a vestibule,
cloakroom, and storage place for lunch boxes and stairs to the basement. On dark
days, six wall-mounted kerosene lamps or a Coleman gas lamp illuminated the school.
A wood fired furnace in the basement provided heat. Textbooks were stored in a floorto- ceiling, glass door cabinet in the rear of the schoolroom. The 12-foot high ceiling was
clad with stamped, bas-relief metal in an attempt to make it look like the ornate
plastered ceiling of an elegant drawing room. The teacher, who taught all eight grades,
sat at a desk on a six-inch high stage in the front of the school. Behind the stage and
over the slate blackboards, hung pictures of Lincoln and Washington. Their benign
countenances witnessed generations of students and silently judged their wisdom,
follies, and fortunes. The school enrollment ranged from 15 to 18 students. The school
also served as a voting place, community hall and in earlier days as an occasional place
of worship.
A three-foot long rubber garden hose resided in readiness under the teacher’s
desk for flogging “behaviorally impaired” students. The hose was wrapped in thick

brown paper. The rattle of the paper as the hose was unwrapped was often enough to
secure contrite promises of improved behavior from the transgressors. During
springtime when student “insurrections” peaked, Bill occasionally came to school to
speak to the “student body” on the subject of behavior and to add his threats of bodily
harm.
One of the old timers in the community told of a form of psychological punishment
that was dealt to him in 1924 at Willowdale for a misdeed. He was forced to sit at a twostudent desk beside a girl! It must have been excruciatingly cruel punishment because
he vividly wrote of it 75 years later. He still remembered the name of the girl with whom
he was forced to share the desk.
The teacher handled all auxiliary school functions such as janitorial services,
administration, student disciplining, and maintenance. The students assisted with
janitorial services. On Friday afternoons they sprinkled sawdust and oil sweeping
compound in the aisles between the desks. The students slid up and down the aisles to
allow dust and dirt to be absorbed into the compound for easy sweeping. This janitorial
duty was regarded as a form of entertainment and an opportunity to release excessive
Friday afternoon energy.
On Sunday evenings in winter, one of the Lyons children went to the schoolhouse
to start a fire in the furnace so the school would be warm on Monday mornings. The
school yard grass was maintained by occasionally bringing the Lyons milk cows to the
school for a few days of grazing. After the grazings, care was required for the next
several days to distinguish the softball field bases from the freshly deposited “cow
cakes.”
In the early 1930’s the Willowdale School teacher, Miss Violet Turner, resided
upstairs in the two west rooms of the Lyons farmhouse. She cooked and heated the
rooms with a two-lid, wood-fired stove. The long, sheet metal, smoke stack extended
from the stove across the ceiling to the brick chimney. It became hot and added
substantially to the heating efficiency of the stove. Miss Turner often shared supper with
Bill, Mary and the children. This was a treat to the family because it added new subjects
to the routine evening supper table conversation. Miss Turner always welcomed the
supper invitation because it relieved her loneliness and it was warmer than her wintry
rooms.
Mrs. Barbara Berntson, who taught at Willowdale from 1942 to 1944, was one of
the school’s better teachers. Many years later, in a 1992 letter, she wrote, “I will admit to
apprehension when I first came to Willowdale to finish the spring term [and learned that]
six of the students were the children of the Chairman of the Board [Bill Lyons] and five
of them [were] boys.”
The only contact between the Willowdale teacher and higher school authorities
was a twice a year visit by Mr. Schaefer, the short, affable County Superintendent of
Schools. He always gave a spirited little speech to the students and retold the same
corny old jokes as he stood on the stage in his dark blue suit. In later years, Mrs. Alma
Burke served as the County Superintendent of Schools.
One of the advantages of having all eight grades in a single schoolroom was that
all of the students heard the recitations of lessons eight times by the time they
graduated. When each student moved ahead to a higher grade the studies were a
review of work that had been heard before.

Young boys have a “basic” sense of humor. A Willowdale student rode his horse
onto the school front porch. The horse backed its “north end” up to the schoolhouse
doorway and deposited a pyramid of “horse apples” on the threshold. The boys thought
this showed the horse’s unimaginable wisdom as it demonstrated its ultimate act of
contempt toward the school. After they laughed their heads off, they unanimously
agreed that as long as they lived they never expected to have the good fortune to
witness a funnier incident. Such is the sense of humor of young boys!
Bill Lyons served for many years as the president of the three-person Willowdale
School Board. It was a position that he took seriously due to his strong belief in
education. Mary provided ample behind the scenes support and advice.
During a farm visit ,Bill’s brother, Jim, who was a Major in the army, visited the
school. Bill arranged for Uncle Jim to speak to the Willowdale students about his
experiences during a recent assignment to the Panama Canal Zone. He came to the
school in his full dress uniform and spoke of the poverty stricken children in Panama
and their habit of wearing clothes made of used flour sacks with the feed company’s
trademarks across their bottoms. Uncle Jim had the ability to colorfully dramatize his
stories. The students were quite spellbound at this unprecedented break from their
routine. The Lyons children were proud to have such an “exotic” uncle who had traveled
from such a “far distant land”.
Bill was also proud of his big brother. He always took time off from his farm duties
to be with Uncle Jim when he visited. In later years when Uncle Jim earned higher
military rank, he was assigned an aide, Corporal Hook, to drive him in his big Buick
Roadmaster cars and function as his valet. He kept Uncle Jim’s clothes pressed and
shoes shined to perfection. During hunting time he also kept the shotguns cleaned,
oiled and ready for use. Uncle Jim had coached an Olympic shooting team so he was
quite meticulous in the use of firearms. He always advised the Lyons children to
squeeze – not pull – the trigger and to be careful. One of his nephews did not heed the
advice. He pulled the trigger of a 12 gage shot gun in the back seat of Uncle Jim’s new
Buick. It made a four-inch hole through the roof of the new car. Conversation was
“restrained” between the nephew and Uncle Jim for the rest of that day of hunting.
The Willowdale School discontinued functioning in the late 1960’s after almost 100
years of operation. According to the school property records, ownership of the school
land would revert to the owner of the farm that had originally donated the land when the
school function discontinued - so Pat Lyons now owns the land. The schoolhouse was
sold at auction for a few dollars but the new owner never showed up to move it away so
Pat still has custody of it and leases it to a sport club.
Bob Lyons wrote the following recollection of his and Betty’s first day of school at
Willowdale:
I remember well our education in pairs – that first day of school at
Willowdale in 1943, when all seven of us Lyons children stood in front of the
grape arbor on the farm. We turned to face the morning sun rising over the barn
so mother’s Kodak box camera (she always called it her “Brownie”, an old Kodak
trade name) could capture the moment when finally all her children were going to
school. We proudly displayed our Big Chief writing tablets and No. 2 pencils, and
sported our new striped pullover shirts. Then the six of us – the twins, they spoke

of us as one then – Tommy, Jacky Gene and Francis - formed a parade down
the willow tree lined road to the country school, while brother Pat sped off to high
school (his first year) uptown in his Model T – or perhaps it was the “37
Studebaker that year.
Many people in rural communities speak English with limited consideration for
accepted standards of grammar. Surprisingly, their non-standard English is remarkably
consistent in its misuse. For instance a person who consistently says, “He or she don’t”
never slips up and says, “He or she doesn’t”. A person who says, “We should of went”
never says, “We should have gone”. In a few extreme cases people substitute “I’s” for
“My” as in “It is my brother and I’s horse”. A rural school student once said, in the
presence of his teacher, “Me and him ain’t never goin’ to skip no day of school again.”
His teacher observed that the student’s grammatical irregularities were offset by the
absolute clarity of his statement.
In the Lyons household incorrect grammar usage was punishable by a lengthy
“corrective process” from Mary. Mary allowed no child to complete a sentence with a
grammatical flaw without summary corrections and grammatical explanations. However,
almost everyone, including Mary, used some colloquial pronunciations. They
pronounced “Wash” and “Washington”, “warsh” and “Warshington and “creek”, “crick”.
The “g’s” are omitted on words ending in “ing.” Mary once advised Francis at the dinner
table that he had just split an infinitive. He wondered what the farmhands sitting at the
table thought of his mother’s advice. He also wondered himself what an infinitive was.
To Mary, English was a beautiful language that should not be defiled by improper
usage.
Musical appreciation and knowledge was one of Mary’s strong points. She was a
capable piano player. She gave lessons to each of the children on her upright piano.
She kept a voluminous supply of sheet music left over from her youth – some of it was
in its second round of popularity. Except for Francis, all of the children showed some
musical aptitude. Francis enjoyed music but he had almost no aptitude for it so he soon
discontinued music lessons.
Music was an obligatory course at the Willowdale School. If the teachers were not
capable of playing the school piano for singing accompaniment, one of the neighbors sometimes it was Mary - came to the school on Friday afternoons to assist by playing
the piano while the students sang. The singing selections were all from “The Golden
Song Book.” Some of Stephen Foster’s beautiful Negro folk songs such as, Ole Black
Joe and Carry Me Back To Ole Virginny were popular. Swannee River was another
favorite. Patriotic songs were also sung such as, The Star Spangled Banner; America
the Beautiful; and Battle Hymn of the Republic.
The “little kids” in the Lyons family were all musically talented. Jacky played the
piano, accordion and violin. Bobby played the trumpet - Betty and Tommy the clarinet.
In a later chapter more will be written about their musical achievements.
The Lyons children liked to play softball and other outdoor games. At recess time
at the Willowdale School softball was the game of choice in nice weather. It was played
with great vigor even though there were never enough players to fill all of he positions.
When the Lyons boys later became exposed to organized, competitive sports in high
school they showed little continued interest – perhaps partially because of limited to

non-existent talent. This was disappointing to Bill who was an avid football, boxing and
baseball fan.
The course of study in country elementary schools was fixed so any selection of
elective courses was impossible. At home there were active dinner table discussions on
schoolwork. If questionable items arose they were resolved by referring to “The Book of
Knowledge” encyclopedias. Bill and Mary made clear that learning was a serious and
important business. They read report cards carefully and gave enthusiastic recognition
for good work. The Lyons children found schoolwork relatively easy in the elementary
schools and they consistently received good grades. Academic competition was limited
because there were few students in each class – sometimes there was only one child in
a class and occasionally no one.
Mary constantly planted the seeds of expectation for continued education,
including college, by frequently discussing her college experiences. She spoke often of
the value of a liberal arts education for developing the ability to think and expanding the
scope of living. Although she stressed study and education, she never indicated that it
should become drudgery. She set high expectations on the value and resultant
enjoyment of a good education. If anyone wavered in their educational pursuits or
declined to sign up in high school for demanding courses (such as Latin), they could
count on frequent and endless, one-on-one “persuading sessions” with Mary. She could
be very persuasive – and on occasion tiring! She never gave orders – she persuaded.
Bill fully supported her passion for education.
Bill and Mary seldom spoke of the economic benefits of a good education. They
believed that the major benefits of education were enlargement of life, participation in
broader endeavors, expansion of personal enjoyment, increase of self-confidences, and
service to others. The rampant acquisition of wealth by the ”total immersion” focus on
work and success would not impress them. In their viewpoint it was senseless to
expend one’s personal life to achieve professional and financial success if it was done
at the expense of all other basic values. They were more interested in personal and
spiritual development and the respect and honor that one earned from his family, friends
and community. Bill and Mary supported the proposition that “Wisdom outweighs any
wealth” (Sophocles) and a big step toward acquiring wisdom was education.
The passionate emphasis by Bill and Mary on education rubbed off on the children.
Tom and Frank received degrees in mechanical engineering; Gene a master’s degree
and a Ph.D.; Jack a master’s and a doctoral degree; Bob degrees in philosophy and
theology, and a master’s degree in education; Betty a degree in education and a
master’s degree; and Pat a partially completed bachelor’s degree. Jack and Gene
needed doctoral degrees as prerequisites for their teaching careers so they facetiously
refer to them as their “union cards.”

Willowdale School on corner of Lyons farm
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